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We aim to work with our customers to research, design and develop new products
to meet their needs in an ever-changing environment, and it is this personal service
that has made us leaders in the field of personal protective equipment.

Deenside Ltd are the UK’s leading manufacturers of personal protective equipment.
All our products are manufactured under strict ISO9001:2000 guidelines and all of
our equipment is fully guaranteed. This catalogue contains just a small
representation of the products and services that we provide to the UK Police and
Military and to their International counterparts.

If you do not see the product or service you are looking for simply contact the
Deenside team or one of our international agents and we will be happy to discuss
your requirements with you. Deenside will provide professional equipment and
services at the right price to suit your needs.

DEENSIDE LTD. WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1981 TO
PROVIDE A WIDE RANGE OF HIGH QUALITY,
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS TO THE POLICE,
PRISONS, MOD AND OTHER GOVERNMENT
ORGANISATIONS BOTH IN THE U.K. AND
INTERNATIONALLY.

THIS CATALOGUE IS ONLY A SMALL REPRESENTATION OF THE PRODUCTS OFFERED BY DEENSIDE. 
WE MANUFACTURE AND SUPPLY ALL ASPECTS OF PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE). 
IF YOU CANNOT FIND WHAT YOU REQUIRE THEN PLEASE CONTACT THE DEENSIDE OFFICES WHERE 
WE WILL ENDEAVOUR TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS AND GIVE YOU A PERSONAL QUOTE.
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UK POLICE, PRISON & MOD
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WOMEN’S HIPS (4.)

Stand with heels together and
measure around the fullest part 
of hips.

BELTS 

Order your belt 5cm larger than
your waist size. If between ‘even’
sizes, order the next larger size.

HELMETS, CAPS OR HAT SIZE 

Use a cloth tape measure for
determining your correct helmet, 
cap or hat size. Measure completely
around the head, starting
approximately 2.54cm above the
eyebrows in the front and going
around the largest point at the back
of the head.

GLOVES 

Measure around hand at fullest part
(exclude thumb). Number of inches
equals glove size.

INSIDE LEG (2.) 

Take a pair of uniform trousers 
(not jeans) that fit you well. Measure
(to nearest inch) from the crotch
seam to the bottom of trousers.

CHEST/BUST SIZE (1.)

Measure just under the arms,
completely around the back and
across the broadest part of the
chest area. Hold tape firm and level.

NECK 

Measure a shirt that fits you well. 
Lay the collar flat and measure from
the centre of the collar button to the
far end of the button hole. The
number of inches equals your size.

SLEEVE 

Measure from the centre of the
collar (in the back), across the
shoulder and down the sleeve.
Number of inches equals sleeve
length.

1. CHEST

5. WAIST

4. HIPS

2. INSIDE LEG

3. HEIGHT

SUIT SIZING GUIDE

AGENTS & DISTRIBUTORS

Deenside offer a discounted wholesale partnership to agents representing and
selling Deenside products in their Countries. 

If you would like to apply to become a Deenside agent or distributor then please
email phil@deenside.co.uk for more information.

BATONS, CUFFS &
POLICE IRRITANT SPRAY

Deenside Ltd. offer an extensive range of batons, handcuffs and accessories.
However please note that we do not send handcuffs, keys or batons to private
addresses. These will only be sold to serving officials and will only be despatched 
to official establishments (i.e. Police Stations, Prisons, etc.) after we have
confirmed the buyers particulars.

Please telephone Deenside direct on 01604 633260 where one of our sales
assistants will be happy to assist you personally with your order.

HOW TO MEASURE
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WEARERS MEASUREMENTS FINISHED GARMENT MEASUREMENTS

Size Chest Height Chest Inside Neck Centre Back
Leg to Crutch Neck to Wrist

92S 92 5’4 – 5’8 112 75 88 81

100S 100 “ 120 “ 90 83

108S 108 “ 128 “ 92 85

116S 116 “ 136 “ 94 87

124S 124 “ 144 “ 96 89

132S 132 “ 152 “ 98 91

92R 92 5’9 – 6’0 112 79 92 85

100R 100 “ 120 “ 94 87

108R 108 “ 128 “ 96 89

116R 116 “ 136 “ 98 91

124R 124 “ 144 “ 100 93

132R 132 “ 152 “ 102 95

92T 92 6’1 – 6’3 112 83 96 89

100T 100 “ 120 “ 98 91

108T 108 “ 128 “ 100 93

116T 116 “ 136 “ 102 95

124T 124 “ 144 “ 104 97

132T 132 “ 152 “ 106 99

92XT 92 6’4 – 6’6 112 87 100 91

100XT 100 “ 120 “ 102 93

108XT 108 “ 128 “ 104 95

116XT 116 “ 136 “ 106 97

124XT 124 “ 144 “ 108 99

132XT 132 “ 152 “ 110 101

Tolerance +/- 2 +/- 1 +/- 1 +/- 1

N.B CENTRE BACK NECK TO WRIST IS TAKEN FROM 12CM DOWN FROM
CENTRE BACK NECK, ACROSS BACK, DOWN BACK OF ARM, TO WRIST.
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HOW TO ORDER

WWW.DEENSIDE.CO.UK
24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
The very best in personal protective equipment and accessories. It’s
easy to browse and simple to buy, and contains a full, regularly
updated range for all civil and military needs. All Government
Organisations can order safely on our website 
which meets all current criteria for e-procurement, ensuring that your
transactions and data transfer are completely secure.

TEL: +44 (0) 1604 633260
Lines open 9am-4.30pm Monday to Friday.

FAX: +44 (0) 1604 604398

MAIL MEADOWS HOUSE, 
HENRY STREET, 
NORTHAMPTON NN1 4JE
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Please include name, address, delivery
instructions, item codes, descriptions, quantities, sizes, colours and
payment details for prompt processing of your order.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

5

DELIVERY 

We will endeavour to send your
goods as soon as possible. Due
to the amount of products we
sell it is not possible to hold all
the sizes and variations in
stock. Shipping will be via a
reputable courier service, and
by Recorded Courier or
Recorded Mail for overseas
items. We will always
endeavour to provide the
cheapest and most secure
method of shipping your items.
If you require a tracking
number this can be provided.
Overseas orders will be charged
for delivery, please ring
Deenside for exact charges.

GUARANTEE 

All of Deenside's products are
fully guaranteed.

BACK ORDERS 

If your item is not in stock, we
will back order for you.

TAX CHARGES 

For orders made from the UK
or the European Union, the
appropriate VAT will be added.

PRIVACY POLICY 

Deenside Ltd will not disclose
buyers' information to third
parties other than when order
details are processed as part
of the order fulfilment. In this
case, the third party will not
disclose any of the details to
any other third party.

RETURNS POLICY 

If a product does not meet
your satisfaction, simply
contact Deenside for details 
of how to return the product.
Your rights to return goods
are protected under the EU
Distance Selling Directive
which can be found at
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/si/
si2000/20002334.htm
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6 SPRAY
POLICE IRRITANT SPRAY

+44 (0) 1604 633260
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POLICE IRRITANT SPRAY TW1000

THE TW1000 COMPOUND IS THE MOST ADVANCED POLICE IRRITANT SPRAY AVAILABLE IN THE
WORLD. THE FORMULATION IS COT, COMMITTEE ON TOXICOLOGY AND CAST, CENTRE FOR APPLIED
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY APPROVED*

The TW1000 patented delivery system allows the spray to be delivered at any angle throughout 360 degrees. TW1000 is the first
and only product in the UK offering this. This enables Officers to operate the spray at any angle or position, thus providing far
greater Officer Safety. The delivery system also has a unique trigger mechanism which indicates when the spray has been
deployed, thereby improving the chain of evidence and subsequent re issue of TW1000. 

TW1000 is manufactured in a state of the art laboratory in Germany. TW1000 is distributed in the UK exclusively by Deenside Ltd
WWW.DEENSIDE.CO.UK

RESTRICTED POLICE USE ONLY

CAST. CENTRE FOR APPLIED SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY CERTIFIED

COT. COMMITTEE ON TOXICITY
CERTIFIED

ACTIVE AGENT - NONIVAMIDE (PAVA)

TW1000
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7SPRAY
POLICE IRRITANT SPRAY

STANDARD CANISTER
FITS UK POLICE HOLDERS

RELOADABLE TACTICAL MODEL
NO HOLDER REQUIRED. CLIPS ON TO BELTS OR BODY ARMOUR
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8 PUBLIC ORDER + RIOT PROTECTION
LEVEL 2 GUARDS
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D109 LIGHTWEIGHT 
GROIN AND BOX

COLOUR: BLACK

The Lightweight Groin Guard has been specifically
designed for male officers to give maximum
protection and comfort without restricting comfort.
The groin guard is secured to the waist with an elastic
adjustable belt with Velcro® fastening and elastic leg
straps to ensure the guard stays against the groin
area. Inside the groin is a pocket for the box, which
allows for removal for cleaning or replacement.

NOTE: THE GROIN GUARD CAN BE PURCHASED
SEPARATELY AS PRODUCT CODE D108.

D108 LIGHTWEIGHT 
GROIN GUARD

COLOUR: BLACK

The Lightweight Groin Guard has been specifically
designed for male officers to give maximum
protection and comfort without restricting comfort.
The groin guard is secured to the waist with an
elastic adjustable belt with Velcro® fastening and
elastic leg straps to ensure the guard stays 
against the groin area. Inside the groin is a pocket
for the box, which allows for removal for cleaning
or replacement.

D135 WOMEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT 
GROIN AND PELVIC BONE

COLOUR: BLACK
SIZE(S): MULTI-SIZE

Specially designed and shaped for a female officer
combining comfort and protection with ease of
movement. The guard is secured to the waist by an
elastic adjustable belt with Velcro® fastening. This
new design has been made extra secure by the
addition of two elastic straps joined from the base
of the pelvic bone guard to the waist, ensuring it is
held firmly in place.

D100 LIGHTWEIGHT VEST 
IN ABS

SIZE: ONE SIZE

The Deenside Lightweight Vest has been
developed to provide protection against axes,
machetes, projectiles, darts, batons bricks and
hypodermic needles. Constructed from lightweight
ABS plastic with foam backing for added comfort.
The vest is fitted across the shoulders and around
the waist by 2”(50mm) nylon webbing straps and
is fastened with Velcro®, allowing for considerable
adjustability to fit a range of sizes.

D102 LIGHTWEIGHT FEMALE 
VEST IN ABS

SIZE: ONE SIZE

The Deenside Lightweight Female Vest has been
developed to provide protection against axes,
machetes, projectiles, darts, batons, bricks and
hypodermic needles. Constructed from lightweight
ABS plastic with foam backing for added comfort.
The vest is fitted across the shoulders and around
the waist by 2” (50mm) nylon webbing straps and
is fastened with Velcro®, allowing for considerable
adjustability to fit a range of sizes. The front of the
vest forms a T-bone shape in order to allow the
officer to wear it in conjunction with Deenside
Breast Guards (Product Code D133).

D001 STANDARD BLUNT 
TRAUMA VEST

SIZE: ONE SIZE

The Deenside Standard Blunt Trauma Vest has
been developed to provide protection against axes,
machetes, projectiles, darts, batons bricks and
hypodermic needles. It is constructed from a rigid
plastic material formed to the shape of the chest
and back with foam padding which absorbs any
impact, both are covered with black leather for
durability. Adjustable shoulder protectors, of the
same construction are also provided. The vest is
attached by webbing straps with Velcro® fastenings
that are riveted as well as sewn for extra strength,
and straps front and back for attachment to the
trouser belt. The Vest is adjustable to suit most
sizes of person. 

NOTE: AVAILABLE WITH DEENSIDE ABDOMEN
GUARD (PRODUCT CODE D002) AS AN
OPTIONAL EXTRA.

9PUBLIC ORDER + RIOT PROTECTION
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D002 STANDARD BLUNT TRAUMA
ABDOMEN GUARD

SIZE(S): MULTI-SIZE

The Deenside Abdomen Guard has been developed to
provide protection against axes, machetes, projectiles,
darts, batons, bricks and hypodermic needles. It is
constructed from a rigid plastic material with foam
padding which absorbs any impact and covered with
black leather for durability. It is designed to attach to
the Standard Blunt Trauma Vest (Product Code D001).
The Abdomen Guard is attached to the Vest by two
‘D’ rings.  These are secured to the Abdomen Guard
by webbing loops riveted on for extra strength.

D009 MEN’S PADDED 
ABDO BOX

SIZE: ONE SIZE

The Deenside Padded Abdo Box is constructed in
rigid plastic, with padded edges all round to
cushion any blows, kicks or strikes to the groin.
This product conforms to impact resistance BS6181
Grade 1.

NOTE: THIS PRODUCT CAN BE WORN IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DEENSIDE JOCK STRAP
(PRODUCT CODE D094).

D094 MULTISIZE 
JOCK STRAP

COLOUR: WHITE

Ideal for use when training or in public order
situations. Provides support and protection to the
groin area. Can be used in conjunction with the
Deenside Abdo Box (Product code D009). The
Jock Strap comes as a multi-sized item covering
waist sizes from 26” - 44”.

D265 LEVEL 2 UPPER 
ARM GUARD

SIZE(S): SHORT, REGULAR OR LONG

This product is designed to provide protection
without impeding the movement of the body
against the risk of injury that could be caused by
missiles thrown or skated, strikes by batons, poles
or bars, kicks, punches and catapulted missiles that
may be used against officers in operational or
training scenarios. Deenside Level 2 Guards have
been shown to resist displacement from limbs and
torso to a level beyond that required by BS7971-4
LV2. They have been assessed for comfort when
worn for extended periods of time, ease of donning
and any restriction to normal movement during
physical activity and have been shown to have an
excellent ergonomic score for the requirements of
BS BS7971-4 LV2. Upper arm guards are in pairs.
Yellow Velcro® on the upper arm strap signifies the
right arm. Each guard is secured by a 30mm
Elasticated strap.

D269 SHOULDER & LEVEL 2 
UPPER ARM GUARD

SIZE(S): SHORT, REGULAR, LONG AND EXTRA LONG

This product is designed to provide protection
without impeding free movement of the body
against the risk of injury that could be caused by
missiles thrown or skated, strikes by batons, poles
or bars, kicks, punches and catapulted missiles that
may be used against officers in operational or
training scenarios. The shoulder guard is held onto
the wearer’s body armour by passing the 50mm
elastic strap under the ballistic vest and back over
the top of the shoulder guard. The shoulder guard
is then secured by feeding the elastic strap through
the plastic guide and onto the shoulder, fastening
by Velcro®. The upper arm is then secured using the
30mm Elasticated strap. Shoulder & upper arm
guards are in pairs. Yellow Velcro® on the upper arm
strap signifies the right arm.

NOTE: D269 RANGE IS DESIGNED TO BE WORN IN
CONJUNCTION WITH BALLISTIC/KNIFE VEST.

10 PUBLIC ORDER + RIOT PROTECTION
LEVEL 2 GUARDS
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D260 LEVEL 2 SLIMLINE FOREARM
AND ELBOW GUARD

SIZE(S): SHORT OR REGULAR

This product is designed to provide protection
without impeding free movement of the body
against the risk of injury that could be caused by
missiles thrown or skated, strikes by batons, poles
or bars, kicks, punches and catapulted missiles that
may be used against officers in operational or
training scenarios. Deenside Level 2 Guards have
been shown to resist displacement from limbs and
torso to a level beyond that required by BS7971-4
LV2. They have been assessed for comfort when
worn for extended periods of time, ease of donning
and any restriction to normal movement during
physical activity and have been shown to have an
excellent ergonomic score for the requirements of
BS7971-1. Forearm and elbow guards are in pairs. 
Yellow Velcro® on the elbow strap signifies the 
right arm. Each guard is secured with three
Elasticated straps.

NOTE: D260 RANGE IS DESIGNED TO BE WORN
BY SLIGHT OR SLENDER OFFICERS

D261 LEVEL 2 LIGHTWEIGHT
FOREARM AND ELBOW GUARD

SIZE(S): SHORT, REGULAR OR LONG

This product is designed to provide protection
without impeding the movement of the body
against the risk of injury that could be caused by
missiles thrown or skated, strikes by batons, poles
or bars, kicks, punches and catapulted missiles that
may be used against officers in operational or
training scenarios. Deenside Level 2 Guards have
been shown to resist displacement from limbs and
torso to a level beyond that required by BS7971-4
LV2. They have been assessed for comfort when
worn for extended periods of time, ease of donning
and any restriction to normal movement during
physical activity and have been shown to have an
excellent ergonomic score for the requirements of
BS7971-1. Forearm and elbow guards are in pairs. 
Yellow Velcro® on the elbow strap signifies the 
right arm. Each guard is secured with three
Elasticated straps.

NOTE: D261 RANGE IS DESIGNED TO BE WORN AS
AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE STANDARD RANGE

D262 LEVEL 2 FOREARM 
AND ELBOW GUARD

SIZE(S): SHORT, REGULAR OR LONG

This product is designed to provide protection
without impeding the movement of the body
against the risk of injury that could be caused by
missiles thrown or skated, strikes by batons, poles
or bars, kicks, punches and catapulted missiles that
may be used against officers in operational or
training scenarios. Deenside Level 2 Guards have
been shown to resist displacement from limbs and
torso to a level beyond that required by BS7971-4
LV2. They have been assessed for comfort when
worn for extended periods of time, ease of donning
and any restriction to normal movement during
physical activity and have been shown to have an
excellent ergonomic score for the requirements of
BS7971-1. Forearm and elbow guards are in pairs.
Yellow Velcro® on the elbow strap signifies the 
right arm. Each guard is secured with three
Elasticated straps.

D104 KNIFE RESISTANT 
FOREARMS

SIZE: PRODUCED IN ONE SIZE 
TO FIT ALL OFFICERS

The Deenside Knife Resistant Forearm is
manufactured in clear polyurethane with an
extremely high impact strength. The guard
completely encases the forearm and is designed to
taper in towards the wrist for a comfortable fit. 

D133 BREAST GUARDS 
FOR CROP TOPS

SIZE(S): A, B, C, D, AND DD

Specially designed to provide comfort and
protection to the female officer, the Deenside
Breast Guards fit inside the pocket of the Deenside
Crop top (Product code D134). Breast guards are
available in a wide range of sizes to suit all officers.

D134 CROP TOP FOR 
BREAST GUARDS

COLOUR: WHITE
SIZE(S): EXTRA SMALL, SMALL, MEDIUM, 

LARGE AND EXTRA LARGE

Manufactured from 100% quality cotton, the
Deenside crop top contains internal pockets to
allow for fitting of Deenside breast guards
(Product code D133).  

11PUBLIC ORDER + RIOT PROTECTION
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D266 LEVEL 2
LIGHTWEIGHT / 
REDUCED WIDTH 
SHIN AND KNEE 
GUARDS

SIZE(S): EXTRA SHORT, SHORT, 
REGULAR OR LONG

This product is designed to provide
protection without impeding free
movement of the body against the
risk of injury that could be caused
by missiles thrown or skated, strikes
by batons, poles or bars, kicks,
punches and catapulted missiles
that may be used against officers in
operational or training scenarios.
Deenside Level 2 Guards have been
shown to resist displacement from
limbs and torso to a level beyond
that required by BS7971-4 LV2.
They have been assessed for
comfort when worn for extended
periods of time, ease of donning
and any restriction to normal
movement during physical activity
and have been shown to have an
excellent ergonomic score for the
requirements of BS7971-1. Shin and
knee guards are in pairs. Yellow
Velcro® on the knee guard strap
signifies the right leg. Each guard is
secured by three Elasticated straps.

NOTE: D266 RANGE IS DESIGNED
AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE
STANDARD SHIN AND KNEE
GUARDS (D264)

D264 LEVEL 2 SHIN AND
KNEE GUARDS

SIZE(S): SHORT, REGULAR, 
LONG OR EXTRA LONG

This product is designed to provide
protection without impeding the
movement of the body against the
risk of injury that could be caused
by missiles thrown or skated, strikes
by batons, poles or bars, kicks,
punches and catapulted missiles
that may be used against officers in
operational or training scenarios.
Deenside Level 2 Guards have been
shown to resist displacement from
limbs and torso to a level beyond
that required by BS7971-4 LV2.
They have been assessed for
comfort when worn for extended
periods of time, ease of donning
and any restriction to normal
movement during physical activity
and have been shown to have an
excellent ergonomic score for the
requirements of BS7971-1. Shin and
knee guards are in pairs. Yellow
Velcro® on the knee guard strap
signifies the right leg. Each guard is
secured by three Elasticated straps.

NOTE: D264 RANGE IS DESIGNED
TO BE WORN WITH D268
METATARSAL GUARD.

D263 LEVEL 2 
THIGH GUARDS

SIZE(S): EXTRA SHORT, SHORT, 
REGULAR OR LONG

This product is designed to provide
protection without impeding the
movement of the body against the
risk of injury that could be caused by
missiles thrown or skated, strikes by
batons, poles or bars, kicks, punches
and catapulted missiles that may be
used against officers in operational
or training scenarios. Deenside Level
2 Guards have been shown to resist
displacement from limbs and torso
to a level beyond that required by
BS7971-4 LV2. They have been
assessed for comfort when worn for
extended periods of time, ease of
donning and any restriction to
normal movement during physical
activity and have been shown to
have an excellent ergonomic score
for the requirements of BS7971-1.
Thigh guards are in pairs. Yellow
Velcro® on the thigh strap signifies
the right leg. Each guard is secured
with two straps, one secures the
guard to the leg, the other feed
around the wearer’s belt and thus
secures to the waist.

D268 METATARSAL
GUARD

SIZE(S): MULTI-SIZE

This product is designed to provide
protection without impeding free
movement of the body against the
risk of injury that could be caused
by missiles thrown or skated, strikes
by batons, poles or bars, kicks,
punches and catapulted missiles
that may be used against officers in
operational or training scenarios.
Deenside Guards have been shown
to resist displacement from limbs
and torso to a high level. They have
been assessed for comfort when
worn for extended periods of time,
ease of donning and any restriction
to normal movement during
physical activity and have been
shown to have an excellent
ergonomic score. Metatarsal guards
are available in pairs, and are
attached to the footwear by passing
the strap through the laces and
securing with the Velcro® fastener.
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13PUBLIC ORDER + RIOT PROTECTION
LEVEL 2 GUARDS

OVER 30 YEARS OF INNOVATION

D304/KNEE
KNEE PROTECTOR NEOPRENE

SIZE: ONE SIZE FITS ALL  
COLOUR: BLACK

Black and silent, the Deenside Neoprene Knee Pads 
are a favourite of SWAT, corrections, and tactical
professionals. Padding consists of shock-absorbing
10mm foam and a second layer of polyurethane
foam, covered by a durable nylon laminated
neoprene outer layer. Strategically placed Eastex®
Slip-NotTM material provides excellent grip and
extends wear. These pads are extremely flexible
and fit comfortably under or over clothing, making
them ideal for long-term wear. Hook and loop
elastic closures provide a comfortable and secure

D305/KNEE
D305/ELBOW
KNEE & ELBOW PROTECTOR

SIZE: ONE SIZE FITS ALL  
COLOUR: BLACK

Deenside Protective Knee Pads were designed specifically for high-intensity law enforcement, corrections,
SWAT and military applications. Padding consists of half inch high-density foam covered by durable Cordura®

nylon. A rubber non-slip cap surface provides additional protection and ensures long lasting wear. Dual Velcro®

fasteners allow a comfortable snug and secure fit for all sizes.
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PUBLIC ORDER + RIOT PROTECTION
FLEXGUARD PRO

FAST STRAP
DONNING

ULTRA-
LIGHTWEIGHT

FLAME
RETARDANT
MATERIAL
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15PUBLIC ORDER + RIOT PROTECTION
FLEXGUARD PRO

FLEXGUARD-PRO PUBLIC ORDER
RIOT PROTECTION FOR THE
PROFESSIONALS

Home Office .CAST. Centre for Applied Science 
and Technology Certified*

Designed in conjunction with the UK’s leading
Public Order Police Instructors

Fast Strap donning for a perfect fit, with one time
initial adjustment then 30 second donning.

Two piece low profile suit specifically designed to
be worn under Police F/R coveralls

Flame Retardant materials 

FLEXGUARD-PRO is completely machine washable

Hypo-allergenic, completely safe for all skin types
in all environments

Ultra-Lightweight

*CERTIFICATION ONGOING AT TIME OF PRINT 

FGP FLEXGUARD TOP

FTP FLEXGUARD BOTTOM

FLEXGUARD-PRO IS THE LATEST IN 21ST CENTURY PUBLIC ORDER RIOT PROTECTION FOR
PROFESSIONAL POLICE AND MILITARY PERSONNEL. RESTRICTED FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

3
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16 PUBLIC ORDER + RIOT PROTECTION
HELMETS
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WWW.DEENSIDE.CO.UK

D207 ARGUS PUBLIC ORDER 
HELMET WITH 2MM VISOR

SIZES: 00, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

PAS017T level protection for Police officers, this
helmet has been developed to the British
standards ‘kite mark’. The Argus helmet combines
optimum protection against front-line hazards with
greater comfort, hygiene and ease of use.
Improved resistance to impact or penetration
blows and ignited liquid substances. Improved
peripheral and upward vision. Easy to replace visor
system. Replaceable headbands and crown pads
for easier sizing and increased hygiene.

D213 ARGUS PUBLIC ORDER
HELMET WITH 3MM VISOR

SIZES: 00, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

HMPS Standard Issue Helmet. PAS017T level
protection for officers, this helmet has been
developed to the British standards ‘kite mark’. The
Argus helmet combines optimum protection against
front-line hazards with greater comfort, hygiene and
ease of use. Improved resistance to impact or
penetration blows and ignited liquid substances.
Improved peripheral and upward vision. Easy to
replace visor system. Replaceable headbands and
crown pads for easier sizing and increased hygiene.

D362 ARGUS APH05 PUBLIC 
ORDER HELMET

SIZES: 00, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
COLOUR: BLUE, BLACK, RED, YELLOW, WHITE

The Argus APH05 is a robust, safe and reliable
helmet that has been manufactured and tested to
meet recognised standards. It has been specifically
designed for the rigorous operational requirements
of public order and security duties. 

Fully approved to the UK Home Office PSDB
Protective Headwear standard for Police Public
Order Helmets 2004

Manufactured in both Thermoplastic
and GRP materials

High impact resistant polycarbonate visors, with
anti-mist and anti-scratch coating available

Wide range of head sizes

Adjustable chin strap with chin cup and quick
release facility

Liquid and flame resistant, metal gauze audio
apertures to enable local commands to be heard

Ability to wear a range of full face respirators

Ability to fit radio communication devices

D212 GRP ARGUS PUBLIC ORDER
HELMET

SIZES: 00, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

A GRP (Glass Reinforced Plastic) model of the
APH05 Public Order helmet.

ANTI-MIST/
ANTI-SCRATCH
OPTION IS AVAILABLE ON

ALL VISORS AT AN
ADDITIONAL CHARGE

AVAILABLE COLOURS
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QUALITY WITHOUT

COMPROMISE
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D211 CROMWELL ER1 RESCUE & 
EMERGENCY HELMET

SIZES: ONE SIZE HELMET WITH LOCKING 
HEADBAND RATCHET

The helmet and visor provides protection to the
head and eyes from hazards experienced during
emergency and rescue duties. The ER1 is a close
fitting helmet with integral visor which is suitable
for nonstructural fire-fighting operations such as
road traffic accidents, bush fire, USAR, water and
height rescue, civil defence and confined space
inspections. 

Approved to EN443: 1997 & EN166: 2002 & EN397
lateral rigidity

One size helmet with locking headband ratchet,
easily adjusted for both male and female wearers

Retractable integral visor

Adjustable browguard in two dimensions

Variety of colours and branding available

Thermoplastic shell

Can be fitted with a range of 
accessories such as communication 
systems and torch.
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D646 RIOT CONTROL VISOR

Made from 4.2mm PC with a steel frame. The visor
can easily be retrofitted to all Deenside Ballistic
Helmets. The visor can be locked into several
different positions.

D646 ACH/ MICH BALLISTIC 
HELMET

The Deenside Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH/
MICH) delivers advanced ballistic, fragmentation,
and impact head protection, with unsurpassed
comfort for long-term use. The helmet’s low-profile
design reduces the risk of interference in target
acquisition and ensures compatibility with NVGs
(night-vision goggles), Deenside Gas Masks. 

An innovative suspension system for a truly
personalized fit.

Ballistic Level IIIA and impact head protection 

NVG compatible

Unsurpassed comfort for long-term use.

Unsurpassed stability, due largely to 4-pt. chin
strap system with nape pad 

Low-profile design to reduce risk of interference in
target acquisition 

Compatibility with NVGs, CBRN Gas Masks &
communication devices 

Weight: Medium 3lbs, XL 3.5lbs 

Impact mitigation, less than 150gs force
transmitted to the head at 10 fps 

Minimum static load test of 150 lbs. 

Minimum dynamic load test of 25 fps 

Ballistic performance within the following
temperature range: –40˚F to 160˚F 

No degradation of performance after 3-Foot
immersion in salt water for 3 hours 

D646 PASGT BALLISTIC
HELMET

The Deenside PASGT Helmet is specifically
designed for Law Enforcement personnel. To this
end the materials and manufacturing have been
tailored to offer excellent bullet resistance with
minimal back face deformation. Deenside PASGT
Ballistic Helmet uses the same outer shape as the
US military helmet but applies new materials
technology which not only increases its
performance but reduces its weight. The harness is
a brand new which offers superior stability and
comfort. 

Ballistic performance to NIJ IIIA.

Very high fragmentation protection with a V50 well
over 2150 ft/sec (650 m/sec.)

UHD moulding technology with blunt trauma up to
50% less than conventional products. 

Lighter weight - at least 15% less than standard
products. 

Superior comfort wit the latest internal harness
design. 

Reduced number of fixing points. 

Improved head stability with a unique 4 point
harness. 

Shock absorption against low velocity impacts
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D170 SATIN YELLOW 
WATERPROOF CAP

SIZE(S): MULTI-SIZED

Satin yellow cap with ‘POLICE’ logo and
checkering sewn on, standard peak, inner lined,
outer manufactured from waterproof material.
Velcro®  backs adjustment to fit all sizes.

D151 POLICE MARKSMAN CAP

COLOUR: BLACK OR NAVY  
SIZE(S): MULTI-SIZED

Police marksman’s cap with ‘POLICE’ logo and
checkering sewn on, standard peak, inner lined,
outer manufactured from 100% cotton.

D242 POLICE MARKSMAN CAP

COLOUR: BLACK OR NAVY  
SIZE(S): MULTI-SIZED

Police marksman’s cap with ‘POLICE’ logo and
checkering sewn on, standard peak, inner lined,
outer manufactured from 100% cotton.

D076 HELMET BAG

SIZE: 29” LONG X 18” WIDE
COLOUR: NAVY

Specifically designed to give basic protection to both
the helmet and visor from superficial damage, such
as scratches, when in transit or storage. The helmet
bag can also be produced with your force name or
any other script you require printed on for an
additional charge. Quotes available on request. The
bag is made in polycotton, with a nylon pull cord.

HELMET STICKERS

The new Deenside Helmet Labels are now in easy
peel format. They comply with the Identification
Marking of Public Order Helmets (1999) as
approved by HOSDB. To apply your label - Step 1:
Peel backing to reveal adhesive on the reverse of
the letters; Step 2: Place label in the required
position on the helmet and rub firmly over the
digits; Step 3: Gently peel the backing application
tape off to reveal your label combination.

19PUBLIC ORDER + RIOT PROTECTION
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D171 FOLDING BASEBALL CAP

Folding Baseball Cap with carrying pouch

Professional appearance

Central seam on visor allows folding for easy storage

Embroidered logo bespoke to requirements

With or without chequered strip

Available in Black, Blue or High Visibility Yellow
(other colours by special order)

Size adjustable clasp

100% polyester

OVER 30 YEARS 

OF INNOVATION
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SEPARATE TYPE CANISTER (C600)                                                 DIRECT-MOUNTING TYPE (C300)

CANISTER COLOUR APPROVED TEST BREAKTHROUGH STANDARD  CONCENTRATION BREAKTHROUGH STANDARD 
FOR CONCENTRATION TIME SERVICE TIME SERVICE 

LIFE LIFE

1 GREEN Hydrocyanic acid, Hydrocyanic acid 155 70 Hydrocyanic acid 66 30
cyanogen chloride, 5.6 (0.5) 3.4 (0.3)
cyanogen arsenide

3 BROWN Organic vapours Benzene 162 130 Benzene 93 70
16.2 (0.5) 9.7

Chlorine 55 Chlorine 20
14.8 (0.5) 8.8 (0.3)

4 GREY Ammonia Ammonia 68 60 Ammonia 30 25
3.6 (0.5) 2.1 (0.3)

5 WHITE Carbon Carbon monoxide 110 110
monoxide 5.8 (0.5)

6 BLACK Hydrargyrum Hydrargyrum & 4800 4800
vapours of Hg

0.01 (0.00012)

7 YELLOW Organic vapours, Sulphur dioxide 53 32 8.0 26 20
chlorine,

sulphur dioxide

D712 MILITARY /
POLICE RESPIRATOR

COLOUR: BLACK

This full face mask is multi-purpose, newly
designed for military, police, emergency rescue,
mining industry and similar harsh environments.
This full face mask has three connectors on the
facepiece so that you can choose a different
connection to three different canisters.

LOW INWARD LEAKAGE

Somatological structure and design by 3D software
ensures a perfect fit to different face shapes with
less leakage.

COMFORTABLE

Made with high-quality silicone, the facepiece 
is flexible and comfortable, providing a long
service life.FULL FACE RESPIRATOR

COLOUR: BLACK

This full face mask is a multi-purpose full-face
Respirator, designed for Military, Police and
Emergency Services. Provides a perfect fit to all
different face shapes ensuring maximum seal. Made
by high-quality silicone, the face piece is more
flexible and comfortable, providing a long service
life. Full range of vision even when worn with a
helmet. Wide lens allows full range of vision. Offers
flexibility and freedom for working in a variety of
industrial environments Polycarbonate lens
features has a dual coating: scratch resistant on the
outside, anti-fog on the inside. Five-point head
strap.

Material: Silica Gel.

Lens: Tensile strength of anti fog/mist visor 150N

Connector: EN148-1

Aluminium canister weight: 320G

Tensile strength of the head strap: 147N, F/R

Weight: Approx 500 grams

One set includes: Mask, canister and carry bag.

Full range NATO connection canister 
(Cross spectrum colour code)

FULL RANGE OF VISION

Super-wide lens allows full range of vision and
offers flexibility and freedom for working in a
variety of industrial environments and
temperatures. Wide polycarbonate lens features a
dual coating: scratch resistant on the outside, anti-
fog on the inside.

FIVE-POINT HEAD STRAP

Five easy-adjusting straps. Elastic structure with
roller buckles, easy and quick to adjust.

THREE-POSITION CONNECTOR

Connector for three different positions, could be
based on different environments.

COLLECTS CONDENSED WATER

Especially for military, police, emergency services, 
and suitable for long time use. Easily collects water
coagulation.

COMPLETE WITH POUCH TO BE ATTACHED 
TO BELT

C300L Aluminium filter canisters for full face
masks for use with Organic Vapours, Chlorine,
Sulphur Dioxide, Nitrogen Oxide, Hydrogen
Sulphide.

GAS FILTER TYPE

A BROWN Organic gases and fumes with 
a boiling point >65˚C

B GREY Inorganic gasses and fumes

E YELLOW Acidic gasses

K GREEN Ammonia gas and organic amines

P2 WHITE Solid and liquid particles

CE APPROVAL BY TNO HOLLAND, NIOSH CBRN APPROVED 
TC-14G-0285, NIOSH APPROVED 42 CFR 84 CS/CN/P100
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D025 BOOT BAG

COLOUR: BLUE

Waterproof, heavy duty nylon boot bag, fits full
range of Deenside boots and shoes. Keep your
dirty boots off your clean kit.

D033 FINGERLESS FIRE 
RETARDANT UNDERGLOVE

SIZE(S): ONE SIZE FITS ALL

This glove is flame retardant and made of lightweight
blended material. This navy glove is to be worn under
standard issue or protective leather gloves.

D032 FIRE RETARDANT 
UNDERGLOVES

SIZE(S): ONE SIZE FITS ALL

This glove is flame retardant and is made of lightweight
blended material. This navy glove is to be worn under a
standard issue or protective leather glove.

D022 PROTECTIVE LEATHER 
GLOVES

SIZE(S): XS (7), S (8), M (9), L (10), XL (11), XXL (12)

The Deenside Protective Leather Glove is produced
from high quality leather. Resistant to fire, this
glove protects with padded areas to fingers,
knuckles, back of hand and forearm. Fully
adjustable, with Velcro® strap and fully lined.

D024 CONTROL PUBLIC 
ORDER BOOT

SIZE(S): 3-8 (UK LADIES) 6-13 (UK MENS)
36-42 (CONTINENTAL LADIES)
39-48 (CONTINENTAL MENS)

COLOUR: BLACK

Full grain leather, dual density rubber sole, nail
proof LENZI LPROTECTION midsole. Cut resistant
lining, dual density rubber sole for durability. Fire
retardant laces and thread. Full length footbed for
instant comfort. Downward facing seams for petrol
to run off. Soft leather padded collar for secure fit.
Ankle support, shock absorbing ankle protection
and protective ankle impact zone. All key seams are
double stitched for long life. Impact steel toe cap to
200 joules. Heat resistance sole to 300 degrees.

SOLAR SHIELD TECHNOLOGY

Leather is specially treated to help keep the foot
cool despite the effects of strong direct sunlight.
The treatment reinforces the leather’s natural
properties by reflecting sunlight away from the
boot as well as helping the leather retain its colour
properties.

SLIP RESISTANCE - C RATING

An advanced European slip resistance test to
standard EN ISO 13287:2007. The sole unit is tested
for slip resistance on ceramic tile wetted with dilute
soap solution and on smooth steel with glycerol.

STANDARDS: BS7971-5-: 2004 ENIS020345:2004 (+A1:2007)
CATEGORY OF PROTECTION: TYPE 2 LEVEL 3 SRC 53 CR
HRO HI WR AN SRC

D031 CUT RESISTANT GLOVE TO 
EN388 LEVEL 5

SIZE(S): XS (7), S (8), M (9), L (10), XL (11)

The Deenside Slash Resistant Glove is designed to
offer the ultimate in protection and comfort. Our
glove is made to withstand the toughest conditions
faced by Police and Prison Officers. The outer shell
is made from revolutionary PYROHIDE® grain leather.
Internal high impact resistant closed cell foam
padding is located across the back of the hand and
along each finger and thumb. The palm is protected
by a self-leather overlay full palm and finger
patches, which also help to extend the life of the
product. The elasticised wrist ensures a tight fitting
closure. Cut resistance comes from a Kevlar lining.
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D079 INTERMEDIATE LENGTH
SHIELD (C&R) INTERLOCKING

SIZE: 1200MM LONG X 570MM WIDE X 4MM THICK

The Armadillo Shield fully interlocks offering
maximum protection not only from frontal attack
but side and overhead assault. The Armadillo
Shield offers excellent protection for specialist
tasks such as baton/gas gunners, surveillance
photographers and forward commanders.

D080 ROUND 
SHIELD

SIZE: 600MM CIRCUMFERENCE X 3MM THICK

Manufactured in clear polycarbonate, with a spring
clip, polyurethane moulded arm guard and
moulded ‘D’ handle. At all fixing holes, metal to
polycarbonate contact is prevented by the use of
plastic inserts thus reducing the risk of cracking
from induced stress.

D078 LONG SHIELD (C&R) 
INTERLOCKING

SIZE: 1800MM LONG X 570MM WIDE X 4MM THICK

The Armadillo Shield fully interlocks offering
maximum protection not only from frontal attack
but side and overhead assault. The Armadillo
Shield offers excellent protection for specialist
tasks such as baton/gas gunners, surveillance
photographers and forward commanders.

D179 2FT SHIELD CARRYING BAG

COLOUR: BLACK

This bag has been designed to carry round or
square shields. Constructed from a heavy-duty
water resistant material, with heavy duty zipped
top opening, two carry handles and a shoulder
strap. Ideal for covert operations and for
protecting the shield blades from being scratched
either in transit or storage.

D181 4FT SHIELD CARRYING BAG

COLOUR: BLACK

This bag has been designed for 3/4 or intermediate
shields. Constructed from a heavy-duty water resistant
material, with heavy duty zipped side openings, two
carry handles and a shoulder strap. Ideal for covert
operations and for protecting the shield blades from
being scratched either in transit or storage.

D168 SMALL SQUARE 
COMMANDER SHIELD

SIZE: 560MM HIGH X 570MM WIDE X 4MM THICK

Ideally suited for rapid response intervention tactics
by being designed to survive extensive impact from
thrown objects and edged weapons. The shape is
also an ideal replacement for the traditional round
shield, particularly when operating in confined or
enclosed areas where a square will combine with the
structure to provide maximum protection. This
shield is fully interlocking with all Armadillo shields
and manufactured to the same high standards. With
two lightweight aluminium lop handles with non-slip
rubber grips for secure handgrip in action and a
moulded lip at the bottom to enable vertical
stacking.

D206 LONG POLICE 
BARRIER SHIELD

SIZE: 1650MM LONG X 570MM WIDE X 4MM THICK

The Armadillo shield fully interlocks offering
maximum protection not only from frontal attack
but also side and overhead assault. Easy to use and
simple to train, in hazardous confrontations officers
can assemble highly mobile and secure formations
as the Armadillo design allows new formations and
high speed mobile tactics to respond to various
situations and penetrate situations previously
inaccessible with conventional shields. The Armadillo
shield offers excellent protection for specialist tasks
such as baton/gas gunners, surveillance
photographers and forward commanders.
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D071 NOSE GUARD FOR HORSE

COLOUR: BROWN

Constructed in smart brown leather reinforced with
rigid plastic and impact absorbing foam, fastening
with Velcro®-leather straps.

D072 VISOR FOR HORSE

Constructed from 3mm thick clear polycarbonate
sheet moulded to form around the head, to protect
the area of the eyes. Attached to the nose guard
(D071) and harness with webbing straps and
Velcro® fastenings, fitted in seconds.

D073 HORSE FRONT 
LEG PROTECTOR

WEIGHT: 1.3 KG PER PAIR 

Constructed in impact absorbing stretch foam with
the addition of rigid ABS plastic and further foam
layers for the more vulnerable areas. Secured in
position by webbing and elasticated straps with

D074 HORSE REAR 
LEG PROTECTOR

WEIGHT: 70G PER PAIR

Constructed in impact absorbing stretch foam with
the addition of rigid ABS plastic and further foam
layers for the more vulnerable areas. Secured in
position by webbing and elasticated straps with
Velcro fastening. Covers hind legs up to the hock.

D067 MOUNTED RIOT SUITS 

SIZING: CHEST 36" (92CM) - 56" (142CM)

Men and Women's tailored Mounted Riot Suits are
manufactured from lightweight material. These are
specifically designed for use by all Mounted
Officers when dealing with instances of serious
disorder.

The suits can be made from a range of materials
(Nomex, Kermel Viscose, etc.) These suits have
been designed to allow the wearer greater
comfort. The lower section is based on "Chaps".
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D038 FIRE RETARDANT 
FULL-HOOD 
HEADOVER

SIZE(S): ONE SIZE FITS ALL

This headover is similar to the half-
hood headover, except that it offers
the traditional full-hood balaclava
style. Ideal for use in warm weather,
the material can be dry cleaned,
hand or machine-washed.

D039 FIRE RETARDANT 
HALF-HOOD 
HEADOVER

SIZE(S): ONE SIZE FITS ALL

This headover is a half facemask and
is designed in such a way so that it
can be pulled over the head and left
ready for use around the neck,
acting as a scarf.  When necessary, it
can be fitted rapidly back onto the
face should the incident require the
protection. Ideal for use in warm
weather, the material can be dry
cleaned, hand or machine-washed.

D128 F.R. EQUIPMENT 
VEST

COLOUR: NAVY  
SIZE(S): SM, MED, LG & XL

100% wool worsted Barathea with
Joiran finish. 3 external front zip
boards approx. 5” long x 2” deep x
7” wide.  One external flat pocket
with Velcro to front. Large pocket
on back with Velcro fastening for
larger items.  Velcro patches can be
sewn onto breast.

D032 FIRE RETARDANT 
UNDERGLOVES

SIZE(S): ONE SIZE FITS ALL

This glove is flame retardant and is
made of lightweight blended
material. This navy glove is to be
worn under a standard issue or
protective leather glove.

D033 FINGERLESS FIRE 
RETARDANT 
UNDERGLOVE

SIZE(S): ONE SIZE FITS ALL

This glove is flame retardant and 
made of lightweight blended
material. This navy glove is to be
worn under standard issue or
protective leather gloves.

D084 FIRE RETARDANT 
UNDERWEAR

SIZES: S, M, L, XL

Produced from 100% Protex and
navy in colour, Deenside underwear
is designed to provide an additional
layer of protection and security to
the wearer. Ideal for use in warm
weather, the material can be dry
cleaned, hand-washed or machine-
washed. Available as a set or
individually as long johns and crew
necked long sleeve t-shirt.

D117 TRAINING SUIT

COLOUR: BLACK  
SIZE(S): CHEST - 36” (92CM) - 56” 

(142CM) / LEG - 31” OR  35

Manufactured from 65% polyester,
35% cotton material, men’s and
ladies one-piece tailored coverall.
Stand collar closed by tab and
secured with Velcro®. Two-way zip
front backed by facing. Two outside
breast pockets, flaps fastened down
on the sides. Access through
openings on the side seam closed by
Velcro® and backed by facings. The
back of the suit is elasticated across
at the waist. One-piece sleeves set in
and elasticated at the wrists. The suit
has shoulder straps/epaulettes self-
lined, and fastened with Velcro®. 
All seams are cleanly finished and
overlocked. Available with or without
‘Instructor’ badge.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE D117 
TRAINING SUIT IS NOT FIRE RETARDANT.

D085 STANDARD FIRE 
RESISTANT SUIT

SIZE(S): CHEST 36” (92CM) - 56” 
(142CM), LEG LENGTH 31” 
OR 35” BLACK

CAST Certified. Men’s and ladies
tailored suits manufactured from
lightweight material. These are
specifically designed for use by
Police and Prison Officers when
dealing with instances of serious
disorder. These suits have a two-
way metal zip. The collar can be
closed by tab and Velcro®, access
through openings on side seams
closed by Velcro®.  Elasticated
around the ankles and wrists, also
across the back waist. All materials
used in this suit are as
recommended by the Home Office
Police Scientific Development
Branch. Normally available from
stock in 50% Kermel / 50% Viscose,
however this product can also be
made in 100% Wool Worsted
Barathea or 100% Nomex (please
phone Deenside for details).
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D051 DEENSIDE EXPANDABLE 
FRICTION LOCK BATONS

COLOUR: BLACK OR NICKEL
SIZES: 16, 18, 21, 23, 26 INCH

High Quality hardened professional Police batons. 
All batons are supplied with the BH-34 or BH-35 
quick release polyamide holder that allows 360 
degree rotation. 

Secure anti slip baton handle. 

Hardened Steel shafts. 

Black or Chrome finish. 

360 polyamide quick release holder. 

Fully guaranteed.

EXPANDABLE BATONS HARDENED

Type: ExB-26H, ExB-23H, ExB-21H/HT/HE, ExB-18H/HE, ExB-16H/HE.

Expandable batons 26", 23", 21", 18" and 16" in HARDENED version.

These hardened batons have expandable tubes,
which are made from a more superior material,
which is hardened by heat treatment. Three types
of handles are available - anti-slip handle with
indented - rough surface of the type "H" or gentler
surface of the type "HT" (this design expressively
decreases any possibility of the baton being
yanked from the hand and gives the user a
comfortable grip) or ergonomic handle of the type
"HE" with pleasant smooth surface. The batons are
highly resistant vibration if the baton is exposed to
a hard strike. They meet the requirements of the
German standard for expandable batons and are
intended for professional use by police and other
authorities. Surface finish is black nickel-zinc (with
good resistance to abrasion), or white chrome.

All hardened expandable batons are supplied with
SWIVELLING plastic holder BH-34 or BH-35, for
which European patent was granted (EP 1832834):

BH-34: lengths of batons 16", 18" and 21"

BH-35: lengths of batons 23" and 26"

SWIVELLING PLASTIC HOLDER BH-34 OR 
BH-35 ENABLES:

It is possible to supply the original variant of
plastic holder BH-02 and BH-03 - upon the
customer's wish. 

PLASTIC HOLDER BH-02 ENABLES: 

Very quick drawing of the baton with one hand,
since thanks to the design of the holder after
unfastening of the nylon securing strap there is
almost no friction

Possibility of modification of size of aperture for
the belt by cutting the dividers and thus inclination
of the holder forward or backward as needed

Holder with unfastened nylon strap enables
carrying of expanded baton

BH-35-2 HOLDER

Added safety stud for added baton retention and
security.

ERGONOMIC HANDLE

ANTI-SLIP HANDLE

NATIONAL POLICE FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT
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M-2 OR M-3 ADDITIONAL TACTICAL
MIRROR FOR THE TELESCOPIC BATON

Telescopic batons can be fitted with additional
tactical mirrors of two sizes. These mirrors will
enable you for example to determine presence of
an aggressor behind the corner or in the room to
be entered, The mirror is equipped with a clip for
easy fitting on the baton.

Diameters of reflective surface:
Type M-2: diameter 71 mm (2 3/4")
Type M-3: diameter 92 mm (3 2/3")

M-2 OR M-3 NYLON HOLDER FOR THE
TACTICAL MIRROR 

Nylon holder - which can be supplied as an option,
protects the mirror against damage and enables its
wearing on the belt. Holder is equipped with strong
metallic clip, which enables its fast fixation on a belt
(without unbuckling it) or to a tactical vest. It can be
alternatively fastened also to the supporting
M.O.L.L.E. system. 

The variants M - 2 - 18 and M - 3 - 18 have been
designed for use on the batons with tube diameter 
18 mm, e.g. Bonowi EKA - Einsatzstock.

BE-01 SUPPLEMENTARY EXPANDABLE
BATON'S CONICAL RUBBER ENDING 
WITH A JUT

It is also possible to supply a special large ending
for the handle to increase the grip of baton even
further. This ending has a specially curved shape,
which allows the user to strike adversary with the
other side of baton. This is advantageous in
situations where a confined space makes it
impossible to fully open the baton and use it. The
ending is supplied separately or on request for a
complete baton.

BE-02 SUPPLEMENTARY EXPANDABLE
BATON'S HARDENED STEEL ENDING

It is also possible to supply a special steel
hardened ending of the handle for expandable
batons, which makes it possible to use it as an
impact tool, e.g. for breaking of windows or as an
improvised hammer.

D051 ACCESSORIES FOR 
EXPANDABLE FRICTION LOCK 
BATONS

BL-01 OR BL-02 ADDITIONAL FLASHLIGHT
FOR THE TELESCOPIC BATON

It is possible to deliver as an option to the
telescopic baton an additional flashlight of the
type BL - 01 or BL - 02. It can be used as
independent flashlight. High luminous intensity
thanks to 3 LED diodes. Locking of end position
(ON -OFF). Duration of lighting up to 250 hours for
the type BL-01, up to 80 hours for the type 
BL-02. Power supply: 6 pcs of lithium battery of
the type CR 2032 for the type BL-01, 2 pcs for the
type BL-02. Service life of LED diodes is 100 000
hours. Waterproof duralumin body. Frontal glass
made of polyamide.

BNS-01 OR BNS-02 NIGHT POLICE SET
FOR EXPANDABLE BATON

Flashlight BL-01 or BL-02 makes it possible to
create so called "Night police set for the Baton"
consisting of plastic red signal cone, BL-01 or BL-
02 flashlight and nylon pouch with flexible metallic
clip for fastening on a belt. Alternatively it can be
to equipment using the M.O.L.L.E. system. The main
advantage of this solution is in the fact that the
signal cone does not take any extra space in the
pouch as the flashlight is inserted into it. At the
same time it strengthens the pouch and increases
the protection of the flashlight. The cone is open at
its top, which enables normal use of the flashlight
for lighting with white light without the necessity
of removing the cone (checking of documents,
checking interior of a vehicle, etc.). Extremely
useful tool, not only for traffic police.

BNS-01 Night police set for Expandable Baton
BNS-02 Night police set for Expandable Baton

BE-03 EXPANDABLE BATON ENDING 
WITH CROWBAR

Baton cap in the form of small crowbar is
designated particularly for use by police and
rescue teams. It can be easily mounted on the
baton after unscrewing its original cap. In this
manner it is possible to rapidly create in
emergency situations an alternate tool for levering
of locks and hasps etc. The opposite side of the
crowbar head can also be used as a hammer.

Dimensions: 80x28mm, weight 215g.

BE-04 EXPANDABLE BATON ENDING
WITH A HIDDEN SPIKE

This rubber ending with a hidden spike is useful
especially in emergency cases for the destruction
of obstacles made of glass, for example during car
accidents or police interventions. The special hard
and highly resistant spike (tungsten carbide) is
safely hidden in the ending right beneath the
rubber surface. It reliably shatters glass even when
limited force is applied. The ending can be easily
mounted onto an expandable baton in the place of
the standard ending.

BWB-01 SPECIAL IMPACT EXTENSION -
BATON WINDOW BREAKER

Mounting of this tool on the baton is extremely
quick and easy. It is designed for forcible entries
into property and vehicles during police
interventions and rescue operations. The head is
made of high quality hardened steel and it is
equipped with a plastic fixing centre. 
As an option it is possible to purchase a special
pouch with metallic clip BBH-01.

Dimensions: diameter 48 x 56 mm, weight 235 g.
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BBH-01 NYLON HOLDER FOR SPECIAL
IMPACT ENDING BWB-01

It is also possible to supply a special steel
hardened ending of the handle for expandable
batons, which makes it possible to use it as an
impact tool, e.g. for breaking of windows or as an
improvised hammer.

BCB-01 CROWBAR FOR 
EXPANDABLE BATON

The crowbar is designated for use by police or
rescue teams. It can be easily mounted on the
baton after unscrewing its original ending. In this
manner it is possible to create in emergency
situations very rapidly an alternate tool for forced
entry into the object, for levering of hinges and
locks, removal of nails, hammering or for rescuing
of persons from vehicles. Version for armed
services is equipped moreover with side
protrusions, which serves for breaking of inserts 
of ordinary locks.

Dimensions: 170x48mm, weight 850g.

BCH-01 HOLDER FOR THE CROWBAR 
BCB-01

This special nylon holder serves for storage of the
crowbar for the baton BCB-01. Top tiltable flap
equipped with fixing Velcro straps protects the
user from the sharp edge of the crowbar during
transport. Rear part of the holder is equipped with
reinforced straps and it is accommodated for
placing the whole set both on service belt, or on
tactical vest equipped with the M.O.L.L.E system.

BA-01 AXE FOR EXPANDABLE BATON

Rescue axe is a tool designated particularly for use
by police or rescue teams. It can be easily mounted
on the baton after unscrewing its original ending.
In this manner it is possible to create in emergency
situations very rapidly an alternate multi-function
tool - it can be used for chopping, hammering,
levering, etc. It can also be used for rescuing of
persons from vehicles or for removal of fallen
branches, etc.

Dimensions: 115x80mm, weight 560g.

BS-01 SHOVEL FOR EXPANDABLE BATON

This tool can be easily mounted on the baton after
unscrewing its original ending. In this manner it is
possible to create in emergency situations very
rapidly an alternate tool increasing the possibilities
of using Deenside expandable baton. This shovel
was created for Army and Police Forces, rescue
teams, but also for anybody who may need to free
off a stuck car for example. Body of the hand
shovel is made of hardened steel, edges of the
shovel are sharpened and cutting. The shovel can
be mounted on the baton in two blocked positions.
Fully opened, in can be used like normal shovel,
spade or axe for cutting wood or to clear
undergrowth. When blocked at right angle, in can
be used as a pickaxe.

Dimensions: 230 x 150 mm, weight 720 g.

BCT-01 CUTTER FOR EXPANDABLE
BATON

Cutter for expandable baton which represents a
comparatively compact accessory, which can be
easily placed on a service vest. When combined
with two expandable batons, it creates very quickly
a fully operational cutter, which would be
otherwise too heavy and encumbering to be taken
to operations. It serves as useful aid at many
interventions, military or rescue scenarios. It can
help for example to make a passage through high
fence or to overcome an obstacle made of barbed
wire. The maximum diameter of (non-hardened)
wire it can is 6 mm. Mass without batons is 640g, 
length 185mm

AH-01 MULTI-FUNCTIONAL HANDLE 
FOR BATON'S ACCESSORIES

This multi-functional handle makes it possible to
use numerous accessories designed for the
expandable baton. The handle has the same thread
at both ends, which enables mounting of the whole
series of accessories, such as additional flashlights
BL-01 and BL-02, shovel BS-01, crowbar BCB-01,
hammer BE-03, ending with special hard spike BE-
04 or axe BA-01. It can be used also as the second
handle for the wire-cutters BCT-01. Combination of
this handle with various accessories makes it
possible to create very easily and quickly a whole
range of useful tools without the associated weight
of many separate dedicated items.

ADDITIONAL HAND STRAP FOR THE
TELESCOPIC BATON - TYPE EXB

We can supply an additional hand strap. The strap 
can be easily inserted under the screw-on ending. 
The baton can be thus used with or without the
hand strap - as needed.

D710/000 TRAINING SHOCK
ABSORBING STRIKE SHIELDS

SIZE: WIDTH 500 MM, HEIGHT 700 MM, 

DEPTH 100 MM  

WEIGHT: 2.9 KG

D710/001 TRAINING SHOCK 
ABSORBING STRIKE SHIELDS

SIZE: WIDTH 600 MM, HEIGHT 950 MM, 

DEPTH 100 MM 

WEIGHT: 4.7 KG

These shields have been designed for baton and
tonfa training use. They absorb even very powerful
strikes comfortably. The covering cloth is made of
highly damage resistant material. It can withstand
not only hits of training batons or training tonfas,
but also hits of hardened steel batons, police
tonfas or classical/side handle batons etc.
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D280 CAMLOCK BATON 

LENGTH: 16” / 21” / 26”

The Camlock baton offers substantial benefits over
other batons for deployment, effectiveness and
comfort. The baton can either be pulled out or it
opens with a flick of the wrist. It is closed by
pushing together the 3 parts after pressing the
button on the end of the handle. It has a synthetic
grip material and rubber parts between the single
baton parts are shock absorbing. 
No grinding noise or clattering. 100% lock out
100% of the time. Fully guaranteed.

The balance and strike dynamics of the CAMLOCK
enables an Officer to carry out less strikes to stop
an assailant. This is a great benefit to batons with a
smaller radius shaft dimension. Less strikes = less
injuries whilst still achieving the desired results.

Camlock is unique in so much as it can be passively
racked in sensitive situations thereby defusing the
situation. This is a benefit when it is necessary to
keep the incident relatively low key and a more
aggressive rack of the baton would be
inappropriate for the situation. The Camlock can
be racked direct from the baton holder.

Baton can be collapsed and put away very
discreetly again aiding in the defusing of
situations. This is a great advantage for PR and
public image. Old style friction-lock batons are
often left extended for long periods because
Officers have no suitable surface on which to
collapse their batons.

Baton can be racked aggressively when a deterrent
approach is called for. The ability to slide through
the different levels of force available to an Officer
cannot be overstated. Different options allow for
different outcomes to situations

Baton can be collapsed by the push of a button
maintaining the integrity of the baton without the
risk of damage to either the baton or property
associated with collapsing friction-lock batons.).

D283 SECURITY GRIP ENDING

The security grip ending is attached and removed
without the need for tools. The ending holds the
baton firmly in the hand during all baton strikes.
The ending revolves and moves with the hand and
baton which aids a fluid strike motion.

D281B CAMLOCK HOLDER

This product is used in conjunction with D280
Camlock baton. We can custom-build holders to
clients’ particular needs and requirements. 

PLEASE CONTACT DEENSIDE FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION.

D281H1
H1 HOLSTER WITH GLASS BREAKER 

The H1/K1 holster system is modular by design. The
CAMLOCK 16”, 21” and 26” are available both as
open shell holsters and as closed sheaths. 3
different systems are available for attachment to a
belt, catering for all requirements and fields of
application. In each case the rotating mechanism is
a spring-loaded latch which can be turned through
a maximum 180˚ in 
30 steps and can thus be worn to the left or right. 

The H1 holster can be rotated 180˚ in an axial
direction by pulling the holster shell. The holster
shell can ratchet in 30 steps using spring force. The
security strap with ‘thumb snap’ can be reversed
via the rear slot, in order to facilitate wear on the
left or right. The EKA locks into the lower plastic
clip with gentle pressure. From this position it can
be pulled forward and broken out or drawn up and
out, whereby the second action results in
automatic extension. Pane strike ring. The glass
breaker ring is screwed onto the bottom end of the
holster and can be attached to the end of the

D721 H3 HOLSTER FOR 21” 
CAMLOCK BATON

Designed for the 21” Camlock Baton.

Injection Moulded Polymer with rotating and
opening belt loop.

For belts 4mm to 5mm thickness and 3.5cm to 6cm 
in height (size is adjustable).
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FULL CAMLOCK INSTRUCTORS TRAINING
COURSE, SUPPORT MANUAL AND DVD ALSO
AVAILABLE. EMAIL DEENSIDE LTD FOR MORE
INFORMATION SALES@DEENSIDE.CO.UK

DEENSIDE IS THE SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR 
OF THE CAMLOCK BATON. TRY IT YOURSELF. 
CALL 01604 633260 FOR YOUR SAMPLE
(AUTHORISED PERSONS ONLY).

UK POLICE ARE ABLE TO ORDER THE 
CAMLOCK BATON VIA THE EXISTING  
NATIONAL POLICE CONTRACT AWARD.
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D049 STRAIGHT BATON 
(RUBBER HANDLE)

SIZES: 25/63, 27/68, 29/73, 31/78, 34/86 

Manufactured from rigid black nylon rod or tube
depending on type, the range is available in
lightweight or solid versions and in a choice of lengths
to suit various operational requirements. With high
impact strength and long term fatigue resistance the
baton range is known for its outstanding toughness.

D120 LONG BATON HOLDER
WITH RING

The Deenside Long Baton Holder is designed to
hold a long baton product code D046.
Manufactured from heavy duty leather and
designed to fit up to a 2” belt. The holder enables
quick and easy access to the baton with a Velcro®
fastened opening. The baton sits in a metal ring
below the holder. All joints on the leather are
riveted for extra strength.

D047 TRAINING BATON

The Deenside training baton has been designed to
reduce injury potential while allowing for dynamic, 
high level simulations.

29BATONS
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D050 PR24 SIDE HANDLE BATON

COLOUR: BLACK  
SIZE: LENGTH 23,2” (590 MM)
WEIGHT: 610 G

During its development, we co-operated with experts
on handling tonfas from several EU countries. We
have fully implemented their experiences gained in
the training and the requirements of police work into
the shape of this baton/tonfa.

1. The straight handle of this tonfa is equipped with
grooves for a better grip and there is a head on its
end to prevent it from being snatched out of hand.

2. The button-shaped end of the lateral handle
ensures a firm grip and rotation of the tonfa, a
point at the end of the button makes it possible to
use it as an effective hammer; for example, for
smashing glass, etc.

3. The bottom part of the tonfa's body is flat so
that the tonfa fits perfectly in hand (and does not
slip out). At the same time, when the stroke is
directed against the forearm, its power is
distributed over a larger surface.

4. The material used is high strength polycarbonate.

Unbreakable polyamide (nylon) holder with nylon
textile strap. Leather holster on request (additional
charge) available.

D046 LONG BATON

COLOUR: BLACK  
SIZE: LENGTH 660MM, WIDTH 30MM  
WEIGHT: 500G APPROX

Constructed from a rigid plastic with a ribbed grip,
110mm long, below the cord wrist strap. The cord
wrist strap is fed through a small hole in the top of
the baton. The baton also has a rubber ring to hold
the baton in the retaining ring of the baton holder.

NOTE: CAN BE USED WITH DEENSIDE LONG
BATON HOLDER (PRODUCT CODE D120)

PRODUCED LENGTHS
INCH/CM:

25/63, 27/68, 
29/73, 31/78
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D453 MODULAR BALLISTIC 
VEST SYSTEM

WEIGHT: 4.50-5.00 KGS 

The Deenside Modular Ballistic Vest (MBV) can be
supplied with a wide variety of armour inserts with
soft armour protection up to NIJ IIIA, plus a range of
hard armour plate inserts for front, back and side
coverage, upgrading the protection to NIJ IV
7.62mm Multi Strike.

This unique vest has been designed by experts in
multidisciplinary combat rolls and is widely
considered to be one of the most versatile systems
available today.

BALLISTIC VEST FEATURES

Upgradable Ballistic Neck, Groin & Upper Arm
Protection NIJ IIIA which can be applied or
removed without the need to remove the vest

Ballistic protective area of: 0.55-0.63m2

Molle webbing offers the user multi directional
placement of their equipment pouches so the vest
can be customised for a wide variety of operation.

Quick release pouches: we have developed a very
innovative pouch system allowing the user to
quickly and quietly gain access to their vital
equipment.

Low Profile Hydration System: Low profile stay 
flat hydration system contained in a rear pocket 
of the vest.

Heavy Duty Extraction Handle

Wide selection of Operational Pouches & Dump
Bags

Optional Quick Release System

All camouflage colours and styles are available
(Minimum Order)

AVAILABLE COLOURS

BLUE

BLACK

UN BLUE

DESERT TAN
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D453 NIJ IV LEVEL CERAMIC/
KEVLAR ARMOUR PLATE

PROTECTS AGAINST:

7.62mm x 39mm bullets (steel core) launched from 
AK-47 rifle

5.56mm SS109 bullets (semi-steel core) launched
from M16 automatic rifle

7.62mm x 51mm 80 type bullets (lead core)
launched from M14 automatic rifle

Sniper bullet

Other materials available on request

D481 BODY ARMOUR 
STAB VEST

SIZE: 3-8 (UK LADIES), 6-13 (UK MENS), 
36-42 (CONTINENTAL LADIES), 
39-48 (CONTINENTAL MENS)

Protects the vital inner body parts from low-to-
medium force stabs, thrusts, cuts & blows or
attacks with sharp, edged or spiked weapons,
including hypodermic syringes. The Vest has been
tested and certified to the United Kingdom's strict
Home Office Police & Scientific Development
Branch Standard KR1+SP1 and is CE marked.

Unisex design. Lightweight. Extremely flexible
outer cover with special liner giving enhanced
body cooling properties.

AVAILABLE AS A COVERT OR OVERT VERSION.

CATEGORY OF PROTECTION: TYPE 2 LEVEL 3 SRC
53 CR HRO HI WR AN SRC.

STANDARDS: BS7971-5-: 2004 ENIS020345:2004
(+A1:2007).
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NIJ 0101.04 BALLISTIC STANDARDS

ARMOUR TYPE TEST BULLET BULLET WEIGHT REFERENCE VELOCITY BACK FACE
DEFORMATION (MAX)

I .22 cal.LR LRN 2.8g 329 m/s 44mm

I .380 ACP FMJ RN 6.2g 322 m/s 44mm

IIA 9mm FMJ RN 8.0g 341 m/s 44mm

IIA 40 S&W FMJ 11.7g 322 m/s 44mm

II 9mm FMJ RN 8.0g 367 m/s 44mm

II .357 Mag JSP 10.2g 436 m/s 44mm

IIIA 9mm FMJ RN 8.0g 436 m/s 44mm

IIIA 44Mag SJHP 15.6g 436 m/s 44mm

III 7.62 mm NATO FMJ 9.6g 847 m/s 44mm

IV .30 calibre M2AP 10.8g 878 m/s 44mm

D646 ACH/ MICH BALLISTIC 
HELMET

The Deenside Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH/
MICH) delivers advanced ballistic, fragmentation,
and impact head protection, with unsurpassed
comfort for long-term use. The helmet’s low-profile
design reduces the risk of interference in target
acquisition and ensures compatibility with NVGs
(night-vision goggles), Deenside Gas Masks. 

D646 PASGT BALLISTIC
HELMET

The Deenside PASGT Helmet is specifically
designed for Law Enforcement personnel. To this
end the materials and manufacturing have been
tailored to offer excellent bullet resistance with
minimal back face deformation. Deenside PASGT
Ballistic Helmet uses the same outer shape as the
US military helmet but applies new materials
technology which not only increases its
performance but reduces its weight. The harness is
a brand new which offers superior stability and
comfort. 

Ballistic performance to NIJ IIIA.

Very high fragmentation protection with a V50 well
over 2150 ft/sec (650 m/sec.)

UHD moulding technology with blunt trauma up to 
50% less than conventional products. 

Lighter weight - at least 15% less than standard
products. 

Superior comfort wit the latest internal harness
design. 

Reduced number of fixing points. 

Improved head stability with a unique 4 point
harness. 

Shock absorption against low velocity impacts

D646 BALLISTIC VISOR

Deenside Ballistic Visor is 20mm polycarbonate
interlayer , designed to offer entire facial protection
from the helmet rim to below the chin area, against
multiple hits of ballistic threats, as well as
fragmentation and blunt impact . The Visor can be
retro fitted to any Deenside Ballistic Helmet.

D589 GOGGLES

COLOUR: VARIOUS

Material: polycarbonate. Tactical & Riot protective
lens, wind-proof, fragment-resistant, used for
shooting and also suitable for army activities or
war games. US style, comfortable for wearing, and
size is adjusted by elastic. With one additional lens
for changing.
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D734 DEENSIDE
BALLISTIC GLASSES

The New Deenside Ballistic eye protection (BEP) is
one of the top performing impact glasses available.

Deenside Ballistic eye protection (BEP) has been
designed specifically for Police & Military
professionals.

The glasses have a lightweight and durable frame
with unique adjustable arms to ensure a perfect fit
for all head sizes making the system compatible
with hearing protection and communications
headsets, while the lens provides optimum high
impact protection with flawless optics and anti-fog
performance.

Unique adjustable arms to ensure a perfect fit for
all head sizes making the system compatible with
hearing protection and communications headsets.

Deenside Ballistic Glasses have passed stringent
military optical tests for visual clarity. Easy-to-
change high-impact lenses offer the ultimate
defense against changing light conditions and
harmful UV. Laser, polarized and other specialty
lenses available by special order.
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D179 2FT SHIELD CARRYING BAG

COLOUR: BLACK

This bag has been designed to carry round or
square shields. Constructed from a heavy-duty
water resistant material, with heavy duty zipped
top opening, two carry handles and a shoulder
strap. Ideal for covert operations and for
protecting the shield blades from being scratched
either in transit or storage.

D181 4FT SHIELD CARRYING BAG

COLOUR: BLACK

This bag has been designed for 3/4 or intermediate
shields. Constructed from a heavy-duty water
resistant material, with heavy duty zipped side
openings, two carry handles and a shoulder strap.
Ideal for covert operations and for protecting the
shield blades from being scratched either in transit
or storage.

D025 BOOT BAG

Waterproof, heavy duty nylon boot bag, fits full
range of Deenside boots and shoes. Keep your
dirty boots off your clean kit.

D076 HELMET BAG

SIZE: 29” LONG X 18” WIDE  
COLOUR: NAVY

Specifically designed to give basic protection to both
the helmet and visor from superficial damage, such
as scratches, when in transit or storage. The helmet
bag can also be produced with your force name or
any other script you require printed on for an
additional charge. Quotes available on request. The
bag is made in polycotton, with a nylon pull cord.

D116 SMALL EQUIPMENT BAG

SIZE: 11” HIGH X 10” WIDE X 14” LONG  
COLOUR: BLACK

This compact lockable bag is ideal for
refreshments, escorts and special operations when
small items of equipment need to be readily
available. It has a ‘D’ opening for easy access, two
large external zip pockets and two Velcro®

fastening pouch pockets. As with all Deenside
equipment bags, it is made of a heavy-duty
waterproof material and has 2” wide webbing
straps/handles, which are stitched around the
circumference of the bag for durability and weight
carrying capability. In addition this bag also has a
detachable shoulder strap 1.25” wide x 22” long. 
The bag is fitted with two identification envelopes, 
one on the ‘D’ flap and one at the end.

D070 EQUIPMENT BAG 80L

COLOUR: BLACK
SIZE: L 810MM, W 430MM, H 355MM

This  shower resistant kitbag holds an enormous
amount of equipment and is suitable both to
military and police personnel. The bag is
manufactured from a CoRdura material and
benefits from 8 external bellowed deep pockets
with a zipped fastening. A D Zip around the top of
the bag allows full access to equipment inside.

The three methods of carrying the load - by hand,
shoulder or using the rucksack straps - offers
enough variation to ensure that this kit bag is the
best solution rapid mobilization. A padded style
top designed for comfort when using the bag as a
rucksack.

The shoulder straps are 5cm wide and can be
adjusted to suit each individual.

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Adjustable Handle Straps

3 Methods of Carrying

Durable Water Resistant Material

8 Large Bellowed External Compartments

D060 PRISONER ESCORT / 
BEDWATCH BAG

SIZE: 36CM X 15CM X 26CM APPROX    
COLOUR: BLACK

A specially designed and produced bag for safe
secure storage and transportation of documents and
equipment when escorting prisoners or attending
bedwatches etc. Exclusive to Deenside the bag has
many unique features that make this product the
only realistic choice for Public and Private Prison
Service use. Only the best materials used throughout
giving an extremely robust product.

Exclusive to Deenside Ltd.

Designed in consultation with HMP staff.

Specifically engineered for secure transport of
documents, equipment and restraints.

Compact, durable, easy to store and carry.

High quality, high strength materials. Top quality
SBS zips and 1200D Nylon used throughout.

Exceptional value for money.

See website for full specification.
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D041 2” LEATHER BELT

SIZES: S (23”-32”), M (27”-36”), L (31”-40”), 
XL (36”-45”), XXL (43”-52”)

This is a heavy leather belt, finished in black, with 
a solid brass buckle. The belt has heavy duty
stitching around the edges for durability, and is
riveted for extra strength.

D241 DUTY BELT POLICE 
& PRISON OFFICER

SIZES: SMALL 28”- 30”, MEDIUM 34”- 36”, 
LARGE 38”- 40”, XLARGE 42”- 44”, 
XXLARGE 46”- 48”

Police and Prison Officers nationwide are using
Deenside duty webbing belts, a double thickness
webbing belt with bound edges for extra durability
and comfort. Fully adjustable and fastened by
2.25” Cop-Lok, offering triple retention security to
the belt. This belt is fire retardant.

DM023 SECURITY BELT

50mm Duty Belt with triple lock retention buckle.
Size: 32 - 50'' (approx.). Available in Black, Green
or Sand.

DM022 SECURITY BELT SYSTEM

COLOUR: BLACK

Includes a mobile phone holder, notebook holder,
glove pouch, baton/torch holder, keykeeper &
handcuff pouch with quick-release buckle. 

D296 BELT MOUNTED LANYARD

Belt fitting high security lanyard for securing keys,
CS spray or firearms.

D160 WATER BOTTLE ONLY (1.0LTR)

Of Swiss origin, the bottles are cylindrical made in 
one-piece extruded aluminium, lightweight and
strong, with a screw-in leak proof stopper. The
bottles have a hygienic interior coating which
prevents odours and tainting of contents and is
also resistant to fruit acids and isotonic drinks.

H053 WATER BOTTLE HOLDER ONLY 
(1.0LTR)

D053 BOTTLE AND HOLDER (1.0 LTR)

D144 WATER BOTTLE ONLY (0.6LTR)

COLOUR: BLUE

Of Swiss origin, the bottles are cylindrical and
made in one-piece extruded aluminium, lightweight
and strong, with a screw-in leakproof stopper. The
bottles have a hygienic interior coating which
prevents odours and tainting of contents and is
also resistant to fruit acids and isotonic drinks.

D144 WATER BOTTLE ONLY (0.6LTR)

D054 BOTTLE AND HOLDER  (0.6 LTR)

D042 STANLEY WATER
BOTTLE (0.75 LTR)

One-handed push button spout. Residue free,
naturally bpa free. Wide mouth opening fills and
cleans easily. Life time warranty. Capacity 34 oz.
Material 100% stainless steel body.

D142 STANLEY WATER BOTTLE  
(0.75 LTR) & HOLDER

H042 LEATHER WATER 
BOTTLE HOLDER
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D285
MODEL 2103 SATIN NICKEL SPEEDCUFF / MODEL 2103B BLACK SPEEDCUFF

D587 HANDCUFF & POUCH

HINGED CUFF

Material: Carbon steel

Weight: 300g

Length: 19cm

Min diameter: 5.0cm

Max diameter: 7.8cm

Teeth: 20

CHAIN LINKED CUFF

Material: Carbon Steel

Weight: 260 - 280 grams

Length: 200mm

Min opening: 51mm

Diameter: 45mm - 76mm

Position: 21

Circumference: 160mm and230 cm

Serial Numbered

To fit belt of 45mm width and 4mm thickness

3 Year Guarantee

D286 ONE POSITION LEATHER 
SPEED CUFF POUCH

D287 THREE POSITION LEATHER 
SPEED CUFF POUCH
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D381 SCARROB CUTTER

Asp Tri-Fold Restraint Scarab cutters are compact,
easily carried, lightweight and specifically
designed for disposable restraints. They will cut
through Asp Tri-folds and any other disposable
restraint / plasticuff.

D292 SINGLE PLASTIC HANDCUFFS

D293 DOUBLE PLASTIC HANDCUFFS

D153 NYLON DISPOSABLE CUFFS

High strength disposable nylon cuffs. Training in red
that can be re-used. Black for covert and yellow for
high visibility. HK cutter for nylon cuffs. The HK
cutter easily cuts through nylon/plastic cuffs, seat
belts and other material. Belt mounted carrying
pouch for 3,6 or 9 cuffs available on request.

D380 TRI-FOLD DISPOSABLE CUFF

SP Tri-Fold disposable restraints are the most
tactically advanced disposable restraints available.
They have extreme strength with a smooth pull.

ASP Tri-Fold disposable restraints are compact,
easily carried, and rapidly applied. Specifically
designed to law enforcement standards, their wide
straps have no sharp edges. Their most important
feature is that they fold away discreetly, unlike
normal plasticuff restraints that hang in a loop
from the belt.

Restraint ring included.
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TYPE B

TYPE A TYPE C

THE COMPLETE RESTRAINT SYSTEM
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39RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
WAIST RESTRAINT BELT

THE WAIST RESTRAINT BELT HAS EVOLVED INLINE WITH THE NEEDS OF PROFESSIONAL USERS
WITH CONSIDERATION TO THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE RESTRAINED SUBJECT. IT ALLOWS GREATLY
ENHANCED SAFETY FOR THE ESCORT AND THE SUBJECT WHILST REDUCING THE LIABILITY RISK.
MADE WHOLLY IN THE UK, THE WAIST RESTRAINT BELT USES TOP QUALITY MATERIALS. MOD
APPROVED MANUFACTURING AND QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSES, ENSURE THAT THE WRB
WILL MEET STRENUOUS USER REQUIREMENTS.

ADVANTAGES

Presents a low visual profile when in use

Ease and speed of application aided by colour coded parts.
Lightweight but Secure

Avoids controversial posture positions

Variable levels of restraint to allow for processing, transport,
medical procedures, eating, bathroom needs, etc

No metallic parts in Type A for ease of scanning after being
searched & secured

No metallic parts in Type A aid restraint in medical procedures
involving X rays and MRI scanners

Maximum security position precludes the chance of being able to
pick up & secrete anything

Hook & Loop system being tampered with, alerts escorts if attempts
to escape are being made

Added security by use of handcuff on Type B

Two types of waist fastening to suit the needs of the organisation

OPTIONS

TYPE A

No metallic parts - For use with
metal detectors at airports or
medical processes

Fabric cuffs - For use with
subjects that self harm or
where use of conventional
handcuffs is not acceptable

All WRB are easily cleaned &
sanitized by machine washing

Waist buckle can be replaced
with lockable buckle

Uses standard key used by UK
police forces

TYPE B

Two methods of constraint in
one. Fabric wrist cuffs from
Type A can be replaced with
handcuff bracelets for added
security

Standard TCH handcuff
bracelets are used or can be
fitted with handcuffs to the
users specification

Wristcuffs or handcuffs are
secured by a high breaking
strain D shackle. Shackle
tightening and standard
handcuff keys are supplied

D shackle type can be can be
changed from standard pin to
hexagonal key or crosshead pin

TYPE C

As Type B but D shackle
omitted and handcuffs
permenantly fixed to pull straps

If required, high strength hook
and loop fastening can be
used for the waist belt rather
than the buckle method

This method of fastening can
be specified on all types

MAXIMUM SECURITY POSITION

MINIMUM SECURITY POSITION

LEG RESTRAINT SYSTEM ALSO
AVAILABLE
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D726 510 TF TACTICAL
FRAGMENTATION GOGGLE

Fragmentation goggle designed for extreme
tactical operations. Triple lens with superior optical
qualities; polycarbonate hard coated outer lens,
centre fragmentation lens and an antifog inner
spalllens. Silicone frame with baffled top and
bottom vents for chemical splash protection and an
elastic strap with quick release rear buckle which
can be easily manipulated with gloved hands.

D727 510 TFN TACTICAL GOGGLE
FRAGMENTATION - 
NOSE SHIELD

Fragmentation goggle designed for extreme
tactical operations. Triple lens with superior optical
qualities; polycarbonate hard coated outer lens,
centre fragmentation lens and an anti-fog inner
spall lens. Silicone frame with baffled top and
bottom vents for chemical splash protection and an
elastic strap with quick release rear buckle which
can be easily manipulated with gloved hands.

D728 L ADVANCE COMBAT GOGGLE

Polycarbonate lens for Eye Protection - a
revolution in the Tactical Personal Protective
Market. The simple formula: less weight but better
protection and no compromise in optical quality.
The A.C.G is a extremely robust ballistic goggle for
tactical operations.

D729 ADVANCE COMBAT GOGGLE

Nylon lens for Eye Protection - a revolution in the
Tactical Personal Protective Market. The simple
formula: less weight but better protection and no
compromise in optical quality. The A.C.G is an
extremely robust ballistic goggle for tactical
operations.

D730 REPEL TACTICAL GOGGLE

A tactical goggle designed for the desert with all
major entry points sealed to prevent sand or dust
and seamlessly interfacing with helmets while the
aspheric lens provides excellent peripheral vision.
Dual lens with a hard coated optically corrected
outer lens, a thermal spacer and an anti fog inner
lens. The combination of the even tension from the
strap system, helmet compatible hinges, face foam
and goggle shape creates a secure goggle fit
without pressure points.

D731 GEPEL TACTICAL GOGGLE

A tactical goggle designed to seamlessly interface
with helmets while the aspheric lens provides
excellent peripheral vision. Dual lens with a hard
coated optically corrected outer lens, a thermal
spacer and an anti fog inner lens. The Combination
of the even tension from the strap system, helmet
compatible hinges, face foam and goggle shape
creates a secure goggle fit without pressure points.

D732 REPEL TACTICAL GOGGLE
OLIVE GREEN

A tactical goggle designed to seamlessly interface
with helmets while the aspheric lens provides
excellent peripheral vision. Dual lens with a hard
coated optically corrected outer lens, a thermal
spacer and an anti fog inner lens. The Combination
of the even tension from the strap system, helmet
compatible hinges, face foam and goggle shape
creates a secure goggle fit without pressure points.

D734 DEENSIDE
BALLISTIC GLASSES

The New Deenside Ballistic eye protection (BEP) is
one of the top performing impact glasses available.

Deenside Ballistic eye protection (BEP) has been
designed specifically for Police & Military
professionals.

The glasses have a lightweight and durable frame
with unique adjustable arms to ensure a perfect fit
for all head sizes making the system compatible
with hearing protection and communications
headsets, while the lens provides optimum high
impact protection with flawless optics and anti-fog
performance.

Unique adjustable arms to ensure a perfect fit for
all head sizes making the system compatible with
hearing protection and communications headsets.

Deenside Ballistic Glasses have passed stringent
military optical tests for visual clarity. Easy-to-
change high-impact lenses offer the ultimate
defense against changing light conditions and
harmful UV. Laser, polarized and other specialty
lenses available by special order.

See website for full specification.
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D725 510 T TACTICAL GOGGLE

A protective tactical goggle designed to specifically
address the needs of a tactical operation. Dual
polycarbonate lens injection molded for superior
optical qualities; an outer lens that has been hard
coated and an inner lens that is anti-fog treated.
Silicone frame with baffled top and bottom vents
for chemical splash protection and elastic strap with
quick release rear buckle which can be easily
manipulated with gloved hands.
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D218 PLASTIC HOLDER 
FOR TACTICAL 
POLICE 
FLASHLIGHTS

Plastic holder is determined for
professional use. The holder enables
a quick drawing of the flashlight. 
The flashlight in horizontal or
slightly inclined position can be
used for permanent lighting in front
of the user, freeing thus his hands.

D217 HELIOS 3 ULTRA 
ZOOM TACTICAL 
POLICE 
FLASHLIGHT

This version of HELIOS flashlight is
fitted with a special lens that allows
re-focusing between narrow and
wide light beam. When narrow cone
of light is used, it illuminates a
surface with diameter of only 60 cm
at a distance of 10 m! The flashlight
can light an object with a sharp
beam over a distance even of
approx. 300 meters.

D215 BARRACUDA 
TACTICAL 
POLICE FLASHLIGHT

Police tactical duralumin flashlight
designed in collaboration with
leading security experts. It uses
advanced powerful 3W LED diode
(CREE chip) with extremely high
luminous intensity (approx. 150 lm).
Unbreakable frontal polycarbonate
glass. Robust moisture resistant
body of the flashlight has
ergonomic shape, its grooved
surface significantly enhances safe
grip under any conditions. Strongly
grooved head prevents rolling of
the flashlight on smooth surface.
Switch at the flashlight ending
enables short lighting by light
pushing the switch or permanent
lighting after pushing the switch to
the end stop. Locking against
accidental lighting up is made by
unscrewing the ending by 2
rotations. Frontal pyramidal points
on the flashlight head can be used
for alternative self-defence actions.
A swivelling holder DXXXis
available for comfortable carrying
of the flashlight. Power supply is
ensured by 2 pcs of lithium cells
CR123A, which are already included
in the price of the flashlight.

D216 HELIOS 3 TACTICAL 
POLICE FLASHLIGHT

Police tactical duralumin flashlight
with advanced powerful 3W LED
diode (CREE chip) with extremely
high luminous intensity (approx. 150
lm). Chip performance is controlled
electronically. Unbreakable frontal
polycarbonate glass. It lightens an
object with a sharp beam at a
distance of approx. 150 m. The
switch is on the flashlight bottom.
Short light pressing on the switch
serves for a momentary lighting of
the target, full pressing ensures
uninterrupted lighting. Locking
against accidental lighting up is
made by unscrewing the ending by
2 rotations. Robust moisture
resistant body of the flashlight has
ergonomic shape. Strongly grooved
rubber head ring prevents rolling of
the flashlight on smooth surface. A
swivelling holder DXXX 
is available for comfortable carrying
of the flashlight. Power supply is
ensured by 2 pcs of lithium cells
CR123A, which are already included
in the price of the flashlight.

D663
PROTECTIVE CARRY CASE

D661
IN CAR CHARGER

D665
INFRARED FILTER

Fully covert infra-red filter.

D662
VEHICLE CHARGING
BRACKET

D664
FILTERS 

Red, amber, green and blue colour
filters.

D660 PANTHER SEARCHLIGHT

The PANTHER XHP has now upgraded with the latest LED technology (XH-P)
increasing the running time to 6hrs on full and 3hrs on half power. The unique
deep dish reflector enables maximum distance to lumen ratio achieving a 1200m
beam from only 1500 lumens; weighing under 1kg it is our lightest in the range
and offers exceptional value for money.

High power rechargeable LED searchlight

1200 metre spot beam

Up to 1500 lumens

2 light modes: high & low

Battery charging indicator

Unique deep dish reflector

Robust construction

Long-life LED up to 50,000 hours

Lightweight Li-ion battery
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D208 TELESCOPIC ARM/MIRROR

WEIGHT: 519G

A long reach telescopic arm with a 140mm convex 
glass mirror. The six-section arm extends to
1400mm and closes to 350mm for ease of
carrying. A ball and socket joint on the mirror
allows adjustment to the angle of view.

NOTE: LED LIGHT POD NOT SUPPLIED WITH THIS
PRODUCT, LED LIGHT POD SOLD SEPARATELY.

D197 HIGH SENSITIVITY 
METAL DETECTOR

WEIGHT: 262G  
SIZE: 365MM LONG X 55MM WIDE X 30MM DEEP

A more sensitive detector effective on metal
objects down to 0.05g (ferrous, non-ferrous and
stainless steel).  Automatically adjusts for optimum
performance to any target and signals with an
audible/visual alarm or for more discreet detection
a visual alarm only. Low power consumption gives
12 months operation (daily use) on a single battery.
High impact resistant black ABS case. Supplied
with wrist strap and batteries.

D198 DUAL PURPOSE 
METAL DETECTOR

WEIGHT: 213G  
SIZE: 365MM LONG X 105MM WIDE X 35MM DEEP

A more versatile metal detector with two sensitivity
setting. Set to normal sensitivity the detector is
ideal for personnel search. Set to high sensitivity
the detector becomes a general-purpose metal
detector with a variable intensity control, capable
of detecting extremely small objects. Other features
include instant response to all metals, auto ranging
and rugged ABS all weather construction. Supplied
with wrist strap and batteries.

D210 SEARCH MIRROR

This detection mirror serves for inspection of
hazardous or difficult to reach spaces and for
tactical use. The angular parabolic shape is very
advantageous as it greatly increases angle of
observation. The mirror uses duralumin lightweight
telescopic rod, the length of which can be adjusted
from 500 mm to 1050 mm and then collapses back
to compact dimensions. Anti-slip handle enables
safe and secure grip. The mirror can be easily
removed from the rod for transport.
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QUALITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE

D196 GENERAL PURPOSE 
METAL DETECTOR

WEIGHT: 262G  
SIZE: 365MM LONG X 55MM WIDE X 30MM DEEP

A metal detector for personnel search with an
instant audible and visual alarm. Automatically
adjusts for optimum performance to any target and
is effective on all metals, including ferrous, non-
ferrous and stainless steel, down to 0.1g. Low
power consumption gives 12 months operation
(daily use) on a single battery. High impact
resistant black ABS case. Supplied with wrist strap
and batteries.

D195 UNDER VEHICLE SEARCH 
MIRROR (TROLLEY TYPE)

A wide-angle illuminated mirror mounted on
castors and with a handle for searching the
underside of vehicles. The convex mirror measures
330 x 265mm, and in the event of breakage is
dispersal-resistant. Illumination is provided by 2 x 6
watt energy-efficient fluorescent lamps in a splash-
proof acrylic housing, which may be un-clipped
and used on the 2 metre lead as a search lamp. The
handle-mounted switch has OFF, ON and
MOMENTARY positions. The 950mm handles
swings down to the horizontal for maximum reach
under vehicles. Supplied with ten D size batteries
fitted in to the handle tube - up to 8 hours of
continuous use.
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The #333 is also extremely mobile.
For this amount of protection it
affords as much or more mobility
than any other product on the
market. With this mobility, the
training officers can portray a more
realistic scenario. This is also why
the #333 is being used more and
more in cell extractions. 

The Fist #333 Police Training Suit is
also very unique among all other
training suits in that you are able to
adapt it to your particular training
regimen by using optional items that
either attach with Velcro or tie onto
the suit. For example, if you intend
to do heavy punches or kicks to
chest area, the chest adapter can be
attached and the protection is
doubled without any loss of
mobility. There are optional add-ons
for all major striking areas. 

A very important advantage of the
#333 is that it is made with an outer
covering of DuPont Cordura® Nylon.
This makes the suit virtually
indestructible. The Velcro and elastic
straps that are sewn on do not come
off, and the suit does not tear or rip
during rough treatment. This long

life durability has another side too. It
costs much less over the long run to
use Fist equipment. Buying the
same equipment over and over can
limit your variety of training. 

Another innovation built into the
#333 that makes it unique in the
industry is the sectional ties that
allow the suit to hang and be put on
and taken off in one piece. Changing
a one-piece suit can save time
opposed to suits made in separate
sections that must be placed and
strapped individually. 

The basic #333 consists of Chest
and back, shoulder biceps, forearms,
groin and butt, thighs, shins, helmet,
and carry bag. The weight of the
basic suit is approximately 15 lbs.

43TRAINING EQUIPMENT

THE #333 POLICE TRAINING SUIT IS THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE DEFENSIVE TACTICS SUIT
EVER DEVISED. 

THE FIST SUIT

D428 FIST SUIT

EXTREMELY
MOBILE

DUPONT
CORDURA®

NYLON

OPTIONAL
ADD ONS

FOR ALL MAJOR STRIKING AREAS

WHEN YOU INVEST
IN A FIST #333, 
YOU GIVE
YOURSELF THE
OPPORTUNITY 
TO TRAIN YOUR
OFFICERS WITH 
THE SAFEST AND
MOST VERSATILE
TRAINING SUIT
AVAILABLE. 

Its most outstanding characteristic
is that it is capable of receiving
blows from real weapons (PR-24,
ESP Baton, etc.) at full power
without endangering the trainer.
This allows the officers in training to
become accustomed to their street

weapons on a human target. It also
gives the trainee the sense of
timing, speed and weight that
accompanies a real weapon. This
can be very important in preventing
injuries to both police officers and
citizens. 
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D671 / D670
30” / 24” LIGHT HOOLIGAN TOOL

LENGTH: 30” (76CM)  WEIGHT: 7.78LBS (3.5KG)  
LENGTH: 24” (61CM)  WEIGHT: 7.32LBS (3.3KG)  
COLOUR: HIGH GLOSS CHROME FINISH

For glass breaking, levering & puncturing. Chrome
finish. NEW Lightweight version of this most
successful tool. Designed for the world’s Fire and
Rescue operations this tool is just as effective for
Police and Military personnel for outward opening
doors, grilles, gates and windows. Smashing glass,
tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards,
the Hooligan Tool can handle it all. With the head
and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated
for maximum strength, then fitted to a 2.5cm (1”)
stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. 

D674 / D672
36” / 30”  BLACK HOOLIGAN TOOL

LENGTH: 36” (91CM)  WEIGHT: 12.7LBS (5.8KG)  
LENGTH: 30” (76CM)  WEIGHT: 11.4LBS (5.2KG)  
COLOURS: TACTICAL BLACK FINISH

For glass breaking, levering & puncturing. Single
man operation. Tactical Black finish. Designed for
the world’s Police and Military personnel for
outward opening doors, grilles, gates and windows.
Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or
lifting floor boards - the Hooligan Tool can handle
it all. With the head and claw forged from high
alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength,
then fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool
is virtually unbreakable. 

D675 HOOLI’ CARRYING STRAP

Made by the manufacturers of the world famous
Hooligan Tool. Precision machined clamps ensure a
perfect, non slip grip anywhere on the shaft of the
tool. Heavy duty black nylon webbing with
adjusting slides. The perfect accessory for the
Hooli’ Bar.

D186 / D187 / D189
HOOLIGAN BAR 42” / 36” / 30”

WEIGHT: 5KG / 4.5KG / 4.1KG

This heavy-duty forcible entry tool was designed for
officers operating in the presence of hazardous
vapours and combustible residues. Manufactured
from spark resistant material, it allows the officer to
pound, puncture, pry, twist and cut metal like a large
tin opener. The claw is gently curved for maximum
prying leverage. The claw opening is parallel and will
fit over locks, hasps and many gas shut offs.

D220 ENFORCER DOOR OPENER

Designed and developed for the drug enforcement
agencies, this latest model represents the most
effective single item of equipment for rapid forced
entry for all inward opening doors.  Exhaustive
tests and actual operations have shown that any
door, except those specifically steel-reinforced, can
be opened in 1-2 seconds. The weight load on the
locks at the time of impact approaches the
equivalent of 3 tons. The Enforcer is only 58cm
(23”) long and weighs 16Kg (35lbs). It is operated
by a single person and can be concealed under a
coat for covert operations.

D667 DISRUPTER

WEIGHT: 18KG (40LBS)  
COLOUR: COVERT BLACK  
LENGTH: 58CM (23”)  
PACKAGING DIMENSIONS: 64CM X 20CM X 14CM

The natural successor to the Enforcer, the Disrupter
takes over from the original and most respected
door opener around. 18kg of hardened steel
combined with a new improved design (with the
front handle located further back) ensures that
impacts are higher, more effective, and at the same
time safer in use. 

D669 FIRECRACKER

LENGTH: 46CM (18”)
PACKAGING DIMENSIONS: 64CM X 20CM X 14CM
WEIGHT: 16KG (35LBS)  
COLOUR: YELLOW

Single man operation. Shorter version of the
Enforcer for fire and firearms applications. For
inward opening doors. The Firecracker is the feisty
sister of the Enforcer and has been specially
designed with a shorter overall length for
applications where size is really important, such as
Firearm Teams and Fire and Rescue Services. The
same weight and packing the same punch as the
Enforcer, the Firecracker is the small but perfectly
formed alternative.
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D225 TWO-MAN RAM

LENGTH: 140CM (55”)  WEIGHT: 33KG (72LBS)

Manufactured as a direct result of customer
demand, the two-man ram needs a lot of space in
which to work effectively. If you have the room to
operate then this tool’s 33Kg can generate huge
power to open any inward opening door. When it
comes to sheer power this tool is the only answer.  
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D666 BABY RAM

LENGTH: 420MM (16”)  
WIDTH: 145MM ( 6”)  
HEIGHT: 173MM ( 7”)  
WEIGHT: 10.5KG (23LB)  
COLOUR: YELLOW

Specifically designed for the Fire & Rescue
Services where space is at a premium, the tool
comes with all the proven features of the Enforcer
family of rams. Only 16” long and weighing in at
10.5kg this ‘petite’ tool packs a punch that will
surprise. Its size means that not only is it easy to
stow but can be used in difficult conditions where
other tools are just impossible to use. Never leave
home without one! D689 EUROPROFILE 

LOCK SNAPPER KIT

WEIGHT: 6.5KG  
COLOUR: BLACK  
PACKAGING DIMENSIONS: 51CM X 20CM X 20CM

Complete kit in tool roll. Single man operation. Simple
& effective. For all Europrofile/Chubb locks. An
important development in the rapid opening of UPVC
doors with minimal damage. Simple, fast and effective
and entry is assured! The complete kit comprises:
Europrofile lock snapper tool, ‘Universal’ key, mini
sledge, mini axe, levering tool, long nosed angle pliers
and screwdriver all packed in selected pockets of
purpose made tool roll. Tool roll manufactured from
hard wearing tactical black PVC nylon. 
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D256 THE SUMO DOOR OPENER

This is the ultimate ‘enforcer’ type tool. Described
as “only for the fit and experienced” and weighing
in at 21Kg.  Exhaustive tests and actual operations
have shown that any door, except those specifically
steel-reinforced, can be opened in 1-2 seconds. The
weight load on the locks at the time of impact
approaches the equivalent of 3 tons.D688 EUROPROFILE 

LOCK SNAPPER

WEIGHT: 0.8KG (1LB)  
LENGTH: 30CM (12”) 
COLOUR: RED/SILVER  
PACKAGING DIMENSIONS: 32CM X 10CM X 7CM

Single man operation. Simple & effective. For all
doors with Europrofile/Chubb locks. An important
development in the rapid opening of UPVC doors
with minimal damage. Simple, fast and effective.
Follow the 5 steps below and entry is assured! 1.
Select end of the tool for type of lock. 2. Slide tool
over lock. 3. With sharp, swift action snap lock. 4.
Insert ‘key’ tool into lock engage cam mechanism.
5. Turn ‘key’ to unlock door with minimal damage. 

D692 TOOL BAG

LENGTH: 77CM (30.5”)  
WIDTH: 18CM (7”)  
WEIGHT: 1 KG (2.2LBS)  
COLOUR: BLACK

Able to carry most tools. High quality material. Full
length zip. Rivet reinforced at stress points. This
well made general tool bag has been designed to
carry a range of tools. The outers are very hard
wearing  with rivet reinforcing at stress points, and
the rigid underlining reduces sagging when fully
loaded. Material: heavy duty canvas.
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PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT FOR CIVIL
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D193 1.0LTR AFFF FIRE 
EXTINGUISHER

This is a water-based extinguisher, which uses a
multi-purpose aqueous film forming foam
concentrate with water. It discharges as a spray of
foam, which blankets the surface of the fire,
smothering the flames. Being water based it also has
a cooling effect. The foam has excellent adhesion
qualities ensuring that it remains in position thus
preventing re-ignition of the fire at a later stage. May
be used on A and B class fires containing
carbonaceous materials like paper, wood, straw or
textiles, and also on fires involving flammable liquids,
including leaded or unleaded petrol, diesel, oil, and
fat. Suitable for use on fires involving live electrical
equipment up to 1000v, and may be used on 12v and
24v vehicle electrical systems.

NOTE: MAY BE PURCHASED WITH LEATHER
HOLDER AS OPTIONAL EXTRA (D201)

DM077 CARABINA PAIRS 
8MM BLACK

Clam packed.

D201 HOLDER FOR AFFF FIRE 
EXTINGUISHER

Manufactured from heavy-duty leather and riveted
for extra strength, this holder will fit all belts up to 2”
wide. The fire extinguisher fits snugly into the sleeve
of the holder and is secured by a stud fastener.

D386 HI VIZ  EPAULETS

Hi Viz Fire Retardant Epaulets have been designed
for ease of use whilst training and operational. Very
quick to add or remove from most overalls.

D278 FOLD AWAY LIGATURE KNIFE

The Deenside ligature knife can cut through most
materials with extreme ease, including ropes,
sheets, seat belts, clothing and shoelaces. This
enables staff to rescue victims quickly and
effectively and render assistance. This knife has a
steel blade that locks in place firmly until released
with a thumb button. Because of the configuration
of the blade it is virtually impossible for the knife
to be used as a weapon against staff. The handle is
made of toughened black plastic and is 4” long.
The ligature knife comes complete with nylon
pouch. It has been approved for use in Custody
Cells and HM Prisons. Paramedic and Fire/Rescue
have also found the unit to be one of the best on
the market today.

D734 PATIENT HANDLING 
TRANSFER SHEET

The Transfer Sheet is a convenient, compact and
cost-effective method of patient transport. The
patient handling transfer sheet can be used to
transport or transfer patients, or to rescue patients
from areas inaccessible to stretchers. They are
made from fluid-resistant, rugged, non-woven
material that is machine washable. Each transfer
sheet holds up to (1,500lbs) (680.4KG), measures
(101.6 X 203.2CM) (40” x 80”) and features 6
handles per side. The transfer sheet is grey with
black handles and features pockets to secure a
backboard and patients feet if required.
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D081 PISTOL GRIP MEGAPHONE

POWER: 8 X AA TYPE BATTERIES (NOT SUPPLIED)

Low cost loud hailer for basic requirements. All in
one ABS construction with volume control and
wrist strap. Output: 5 watts RMS/10 watts peak.
Range: 0.5KM to 0.7KM depending on operating
conditions.

D082 PISTOL GRIP MEGAPHONE WITH 
HAND HELD MICROPHONE

POWER: 8 X C TYPE BATTERIES (NOT SUPPLIED)  
WEIGHT: 1.65KG APPROX, EXCLUDING BATTERIES

16-watt megaphone for hand held or shoulder
slung use (strap supplied). Detachable anti-howl
microphone on coiled lead with on-off switch and
volume control. Metal and ABS construction.
Output: 9 watts RMS/16 watts peak. Range: 0.5KM
to 0.7KM depending on operating condition.
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